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lisa Nestor: In Memoriam

Jones Refuses to
Participate in
Ranking Process

Beloved Senior Lecturer in Chemistry Passes Away

ByJORDYN SIMS

TRIPOD STAFF

ByJORDYN SIMS
TRIPOD STAFF
On July 5, much loved and wellrespected faculty member lisa Nestor
passed away due to cancer. Nestor began
teaching here at Trinity in 1999 in the
chemistry department.
The impact of her loss has been felt
throughout the Trinity community, by faculty and students in and out of her department. When Professor of Chemistry Janet
Morrison had to take over for Nestor in
the spring when she became ill, Morrison
was particularly struck by how much she
did on a daily basis. Professor of
Mathematics David Cruz-Uribe was similarly struck by Nestor's impact on the
school, saying that "though chemistry is

In protest of the U.S. News and
World Report magazine's annual college
rankings, President James F. Jones has
announced that Trinity will no longer
participate in the ranking process. Since
1983, the -U.S. News and World Report
magazine has ranked colleges and universities throughout the United States, creating a "list" that countless Americans have
consulted in order to compare one
school to another.
The ranking places colleges and universities into various categories dependwww.trincoll.edu
ing upon the type of degrees they offer,
whether they are public or private, and
looking to find another lab coordinator, it teacher. "Professor Nestor was one of the their geographic location. Determining
is safe to say that she will never be most amazing teachers I have ever had," he factors in a college's rank include gradureplaced."
said. "Her enthusiasm about the subject ation rates, average freshmen retention
In her capacity as a teacher, Nestor she taught was infectious and I believe she rates, and faculty resources, as well as
stood out in her dedication to her stu- could make anyone understand chemistry." average SAT and ACT scores, selectivity,
Cruz-Uribe said Nestor "worked very and alumni giving.
dents. Close friend and fellow faculty
member Professor Timothy Curran hard to insure that minority students
A letter released by the Education
referred to Nestor's ability to make chem- would succeed in introductory chemistry, Conservancy, a "non-profit organization
istry accessible to students. "Chemistry thereby insuring that they stayed on tract committed to improving college admiscan be scary to a lot of students, but Lisa for many majors." Along these lines, sion processes for students, colleges and
started
the
Supplemental high schools," was originally signed by
bad the ability to dissolve that fear. She Nestor
did it by showing her students that they Instruction program at Trinity, a program President Jones and 11 other college prescould succeed in studying chemistry," aimed towards minority students and idents and then was sent out to hundreds
Curran said. "She had the ability to see designed to improve retention in the sci- of their peers. However, last Friday an
things from a student's perspective, and to ences and encourage academic achieve- official statement regarding the rankings
then construct lessons and experiments ment. Trinity Alum Chase Anderson '07 was posted on multiple college Web sites
that would help her students to learn the served with Nestor as a co-panelist on the by each respective college president.
topics that gave them trouble." Nathan
Sell '10 also praised Nestor's skills as a
see BOTH on page 7
see TRINITY on page 5

Pulitzer Prize Winner Renovated Watkinson library Unveiled
Speaks to Class of 2011
ByERINCANER
TRIPOD STAFF

ByKATYNOLIN
TRIPOD STAFF
Following last year's successful summer reading program (in
which first-year students were
asked to read The Quiet
American by Graham Greene),
each incoming student of the
Class of 2011 was asked to read
award-winning author Jhumpa
Lahiri's bestselling novel debut,
The Namesake. As part of
President James F. Jones's determination to "introduce Trinity
to living authors and their
work," students were granted the
rare privilege of watching Lahiri
discuss her writing.
In a format similar to the
popular show "Inside the
Actor's Studio," Louis Masur,
William R. Kenan Jr. Professor
of American Institutions and
Values at Trinity, and Lahiri sat
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in comfortable armchairs on a
stage erected in the Koeppel
Community Sports Center surrounded by the entire Class of
2011, upperclassmen involved in
Orientation, as well as members
of the faculty and of the community at large.
"There's just something
about being in college," Lahiri
began, before.reading,,a portion
of her novel aloud. "Being surrounded by amazing professors,
and in a world of books - it's an
incredible time. I hope if all fulfills you deeply."
A winner of the 2000
Pulitzer Prize for fiction (for her
short-story collection Interpreter
of Maladies) as well as the recipient
of
a
Guggenheim
Fellowship in 2002, Lahiri was
soft-spoken
and
eloquent,
see LAHIRI on page 20

The Watkinson Library has
recently undergone major renovations in a successful attempt
to update its aesthetic appearance and to make the library a
more welcoming space for the
Trinity community.
Housed in the Raether
Library
and
Information
Technology
Center,
the
Watkinson Library holds over
200,000 volumes of rare rhanu-/
scripts, books, primary sources,
and other "archival collections.
Those
associated
with
Watkinson felt that the aesthetic
appearance of the space it
inhabited paled in comparison
to the quality of the resources it
stored. They had long hoped to
renovate the space in an effort
to improve its appearance and
functionality. Head Librarian of
Watkinson Library Dr. Jeffrey
Kaimowitz said, "The pre-reno-

Seniors Host Soccer Clinic
S

Azevedo teach soccer to

Hartford youth. Page 28

,.
Erin Caner
The newly renovated Watkinson Library reopened to the community on Sept 6.

vation Watkinson public spaces
were unwelcoming and unattractive." The Special- Collection
Librarian and Archivist at
Watkinson Peter Knapp mentioned that Watkinson had
remained untouched since the
late 1970s.
Knapp s aid that Watkins on's
architect, Richard Charney,

"faced the challenge of rehabilitating existing space: no additions to the space that
Watkinson occupies were possible." The renovations had to
efficiently utilize the space
where Watkinson already existed.
The most important result of
see TRINITY on page 15
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Turning the 3D Glasses Back on President Jones
In his Convocation speech,
President James F. Jones instructed the
Class of 2011 to metaphorically peer
into 3D glasses as a way to gain an
appreciation of Trinity's history. Since
seniors are evaluated by potential
employers and graduate schools during their fourth year of college, perhaps this is an appropriate time to
examine the achievements of our president as he begins his fourth year at
Trinity. In other words, if we were to
put on some 3D glasses and stare at
the president, what would we see?
We would see that Trinity is at a
crossroads — no doubt a seminal
moment in President Jones' tenure and
the College's future.
I met with the President last week,
and he told me that Trinity is moving
in a new direction. The problems-he
encountered upon his arrival, he said,
have been or are in the process of
being fixed.
The problems Jones and his
administration have faced include: the
discovery of $77 million in deferred
maintenance costs, significant debt, an
endowment too small to compete with
sister institutions, racism among the
student body, and severe structural
problems with Trinity's landmark
buildings, Jarvis and Seabury. Most, if
not all of these problems were present
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before the current administration
came to power.
The decisions the president has
made to alleviate these problems have
not been simple nor well received by
the Trinity community - note the closing of Tutorial College, faculty and
staff salaries being frozen for a year,
and the difficult but necessary decision to shut down the Long Walk for
15 months and break the College's
pledge to provide on campus housing
for its students for four years.
Despite all that, Trinity has a
brand new Community Sports
Complex, a freshly hired Urban-Global
dean, a renovated Watkinson Library,
and a premier dining hall that will
open next week. These are all considerable achievements, •. but questions
remain. When the Class of 2008
arrived at Trinity with President Jones
in the fall of 2004,. 46 percent of the
class received some form of financial
aid; contrast that with only 36 percent
of the Classes of 2009 . and 2010.
Additionally, a significant amount of
students are living off campus this
year, further halting any progress
towards creating a campus ethos that
favors intellectual curiosity and social
diversity instead of the tired and soulless Camp Trin Trin. And while Jones
makes a persuasive argument why

Trinity should not participate in the
US News and World Report's college
rankings process, the fact is that the
College's ranking continues to drop:
from the mid-twenties in 2004 to the
mid-thirties in 2007.
Jones is often quick to point out
that there is no Harry Potter magic
wand that would instantly solve all of
Trinity's problems, and he is right. But
while my time at Trinity is running
out, President Jones' is, in many ways,
just beginning. It is now time for him
to steer Trinity in a new direction.
What that direction will be and where
• it leads to is up to him, but hopefully
it will be to a place we can all be proud
of.
History majors like myself are
trained to withhold judgment when
evaluating the present and instead wait
until the tests of time produces all the
evidence needed to judge history's
characters. Therefore, it is premature to
define President Jones' presidency one
way or another. But the question for
him is, when the Trinity community
puts on their 3D glasses 20 or 3Q years
from now, what will they see?
March 13 2007 Correction:
E. Nego Pile '95 was misquoted in
Joe Tarzi's Opinions article "Trinity's
Issues of Racism, Apathy Still
Problematic" due to an editing error.
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the wrong walk: 10
It's like M. Night
Shyamalan's The Village at
night and Central Park during the day. Not only does
MF no longer have to avoid
that silly plaque, but she
really enjoys getting in
touch with nature. The nice
padding helps to avoid that
obnoxious clicking noise
that high heels make. Said
noise tends to give MF a
headache after a long night
of Tripod. Plus, the squirrels are cute.

zona mexicana: -2
Really guys? Really?!? Look, I
too hated the nasty Mather
smell, but there are times
when MF NEEDS the artery
filling, cholesterol raising,
greasy deliciousness of the
Grill. MF misses mozzarella
sticks drenched in oily goodness. On a side note- if MF is
going to be stuck eating this
"Mexican" (this term is a
stretch) food, can it at least
be room temperature
(Heaven forbid actually hot)
instead of icy cold? Just a
thought.

new dorm: 5
MF is a fan of the whole new,
interesting room. A change
of scenery if you will. Plus
her roommates are pretty
ballin'. However, PLEASE,
make the showers in the concrete jungle drain! There is a
lake in the Wheaton bathroom. MF has already
slipped once - given time,
there will be others who follow in the steps of her
calamitous nature. And these
others will not be as forgiving
as MF. Look out Trin, here
come the lawsuits.
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Chartwells Excited About Changes in Dining Hall Surveillance
Heightens
Safety
ByBILLCOSGROVE

TRIPOD STAFF

The ongoing renovations to
the Mather Main Dining Hall
should be finished by the end
of next week, report members
of the Mather Renovations
Committee.
"It is my understanding that
we have found pretty much
everything that was wrong (and

has been for the past 50 years)
with the dining hall space and
have taken steps to correct
those issues," Associate Director
of Campus Life and member of
the
Mather
Renovations
Committee TJ. Barber said. "In
projects like these there are
always possibilities that you
can't plan for, [but] with that
being said we are on target for
project completion on the 20th

Erin Caner
New facilities will provide a wider variety of options in the Mather Dining Hall.

barring any surprises."
"I'm very excited," said
Chartwells Senior Director of
Dining Service Ed Taraskewich.
"We started talking about this
project four years ago with the
College and I'm very glad to see
it come full circle."
Taraskewich said that besides
major plumbing and heating
issues,
Chartwells
simply
"couldn't do what we wanted to
do in the building with the
infrastructure as it stood." Work
began on the renovations this
summer.
According to Barber, the
cost of the renovations has been
paid by Chartwells, save for any
"building issues that had been
deferred over the years and were
outside the purview of the renovation," which Trinity has
funded.
Until the project is finished
and the main dining hall opens
at the end of next week, students have been eating in the
Washington Room on the second floor of Mather Hall. To
compensate for the lack of dining space upstairs, the Bistro
and Cave have been operating
with extended hours and students can use their meals in any
of the three facilities, regardless
of which plan they have purchased, until the project is com-

pleted.
Taraskewich is pleased with
how students have reacted to
the temporary closing of the
main dining hall and the less
than ideal conditions of the
Washington Room. "They're
dealing with this very well," he
said. "I think the students are
being patient with us." He also
noted that Chartwells employees and management have also
been adjusting to the changes in
Mather very well and that
"being out of our own element"
has been difficult for them, too.
Taraskewich is eagerly anticipating the new dining hall.
"When you see it, you're gonna
say, 'You know this is something.' There's nothing like it
right now, that I know of, in the
college food service."
In addition to a newly-renovated Mather, students should
expect other changes in campus
dining this fall. The popular
grill in the Cave, for example,
has been replaced by Zona
Mexicana.
While some may lament the
fact that the grill has been
removed^ Taraskewich explained
that there really was no other
option because the system that
operates the grill had become

In an effort to deter and
apprehend criminals, security
cameras have been installed on
Trinity's campus this fall. A letter sent over the summer to parents and students by Dean of
Students
Frederick
Alford
addressed the new security measure, saying it was one of the
most frequently received suggestions to improve safety on campus.
Administrators hope security
cameras will be a valuable tool
to Campus Safety officers. The
cameras are on constantly and
are closely monitored in the
Communications Department
on Vernon Street.
Director of Strategic Projects
David Andres explains that
"Today's state of video camera
technology allows- Campus
Safety to more effectively patrol
the campus and respond to incidents [and] further investigate

see CAVE on page 6

see ADDED on page 7
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Long Will Restoration and Renovation Continues On Schedule
By BILL COSGROVE
TRIPOD STAFF
The Long Walk restoration project is on
schedule and in full swing this fall, as
Director of Facilities Sally Katz says that
work is progressing smoothly on the exterior and interior of Trinity's landmark buildings, Jarvis and Seabury. "We are maintaining the path toward our original completion date of August 20, 2008," announced
Katz. Work began just after last spring's
Commencement ceremony and continued
throughout the summer.
Consigli Construction is the contractor
that has been hired by Trinity to oversee the
project. A visit to their Web site reveals
extensive experience in restoration work,
with similar projects at Harvard; Bowdoin,
and UMass.
Consigli workers were busy this summer
rebuilding the stone and wood dormers on
Jarvis and are now focusing on Seabury.
The historic windows of the Long Wall?
buildings have been shipped to a restoration company in Alabama, while the stained
glass windows are being restored in
Massachusetts. The windows should be
installed next spring.
The roof and dormer work, which
should be finished by December, "has progressed very, very well," said Katz, "Being
able to properly drain water off and away
from the building along with bringing modern plumbing, heating and informational
technology into the building are challenges
which we are now tackling."
The classrooms in Seabury have undergone "extensive selective demolition,"
according to Katz, which "has allowed us
the opportunity to salvage a large portion
of the original wainscot, doors and other
architectural details to be brought back in
during the rebuilding process." The offices
and hallways in Seabury have been tem-

porarily removed until the infrastructure of
the building is finished.
Demolition of the interior of Jarvis is
progressing, and students who live there in
the future will find the cramped doubles
and singles of the past replaced with suites.
Soon there will be new utility piping, fire
systems, and technology conduits installed
in the basements of the two buildings.
The scaffolding on the east side of Jarvis
has come down and work on the west side
is scheduled to be completed by the end of
October, explained Katz. The scaffolding
around Seabury is not scheduled to come
down until the winter.

Katz points to the exterior cleaning of was the centerpiece of Trinity's original
the buildings as "the most dramatic event campus when the College was located
of the summer." Portland brownstone and downtown on the present site of the
Ohio sandstone are the two stones that Connecticut State House. No one is quite
make up Seabury and Jarvis, which Katz sure how the stone made its way from
says are two very different colors. "On the Capitol Hilt to Summit Street, but the disparts of the building that have not been covery of it was a pleasant surprise for
cleaned it is hard to tell the two stones Consigli's workers and President James R
apart," she noted. "But on the areas where Jones. The stone is currently being stored
the cleaning has been done the difference is until the CoEege decides how best to disnothing short of amazing."
play it, but Jones has hinted that after a proAnother exciting event this summer fessional cleaning (the stone's burial dates
occurred when workers discovered a corner- back to the 1870s), it will be positioned on
stone of Brownell Hall buried under the
basement floor of Seabury. Browneli Hall
see JARVIS on page 4

Erin Caner

The scaffolding along the Long Walk provides both a visual and auditory remmder to students a£ the ongoing construction project started this suminer.
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CoHe of Conduct Implemented Following Legal Investigations
By SAN-EOU LAN
TRIPOD STAFF

Trinity College, along with
the
othe*r members
of
Connecticut Conference of
Independent
Colleges, has
adopted a new Financial Aid
Code of Conduct after an investigation by the Connecticut
Attorney General of student
lending practices.
The new policy limits the
amount of compensation from
lenders that colleges can receive.
This includes money, lodging,
meals, or travel to conferences or
training seminars - anything valued at more than $50. Other
aspects of the policy include hiring procedures for former workers at lending companies. In the
event that a school hires someone who worked for a lender
within one year prior to the hire
date by the school, that individual is prohibited from dealing
with its former lender employer
on behalf of the school for a
one-year period.
•Over the years, Trinity has
received $12,000 in discounted
software from College Board,
and, in return, named College
Board as a preferred lender. This
is important because nationally,
preferred
lenders
typically
receive up'to 90 percent of student loans. "The arrangement
had not been disclosed to student borrowers and potentially
violated consumer protection

laws," Attorney General Richard
Blumenthal said. "This code of
conduct assures that students
have access to the best available
deal, unclouded and uncompromised by other interests."
Kathleen Boelhouwer, Vice
President for Alumni Relations
and Communications at Trinity,
added, "Their primary objective
has been to make sure that families get the best rates with terms
and service levels that meet the
needs of each family. The Code
should provide peace of mind to
families that their best interests
are
the
sole
basis
for
campus/lender arrangements."
Trinity has insisted there was
no reason to inform parents or
students of its arrangements with
College Board. Professor of
Economics Ward Curran said,
"My inclination would not be to
inform parents as the College
was not trying to make parents
select the College Board as a
lender. Consequently, there was
no
reason
to
inform."
Additionally, Boelhouwer has
assured that students and parents
are under no pressure to choose
a preferred lender. "The decision
to select a loan vendor is made
exclusively and voluntarily by
students and parents and there is
no pressure to select a particular
vendor." The Attorney General,
however, has found that the discount may have constituted a
violation of existing law, and the
College has requested that the

Jaivis and Seabiiy Urn
continued Bom page 3
the quad side of the Long Walk
between the Bishop Brownell statue and the Roosevelt plaque
before the rededication of Jarvis
and Seabury. "The cornerstone is
a wonder," said President Jones. :
Tom Fusciello is the project
manager of Buildings & Grounds
and one of the leaders spearheading the Long Walk project.
Fusciello also worked with Katz
on the Koeppel Community
Sports Center, Trinity Commons,
and the current Mather dining
hall renovations. President Jones

has nothing but praise for the two
of them and the "exemplary
work" they have done together.
Katz has one cautionary message for everyone on campus: "Do
not enter the job site." Anyone
found on the site will be considered trespassing and arrested by
Hartford police. A temporary
walkway has been put down and
Katz encourages anyone traveling
from the Williams side of the
Long Walk to the Mather side to
use it.
The ongoing construction is
part of a 15 month complete overhaul of the Long Walk buildings

College Board amends its con- sure to students and parents
about criteria used to select 'pretract with Trinity.
"The
findings
of
the ferred lenders'. I thank these
Attorney General's office affirm schools for their cooperation
the fact that Connecticut col- during our investigation."
leges and universities have been
Other institutions involved in
acting in the best interests of the investigation, such as Fairfield
their students and the Code will University, have received personal
help articulate a common set of benefits from lenders.
policies and practices for state
Investigators found
that
institutions to adopt," said another student lending company
Boelhouwer,
paid for a trip
explaining that
to
Amelia
Even though Trinitythere was no
Island, Fla., for
received software diswrong-doing
Fairfield's finaninvolved
with
counts in exchange for cial aid director
Trinity.
to discuss stunaming College Board
dent loan issues.
In light of the
as- a preferred lender,
However, Trinity
AG's
investigaofficials
have
tion, Trinity has
Trinity; still selected
maintained that
added
$12,000
College Board as a pre"no such personinto the Merin
ferred lender on legitial benefits have
Hartford Scholars
occurred. "No
F u n d .
mate grounds, claim
one on our staff
Boelhouwer said,
administrators.
benefited per"[The
Merin
sonally from any
Hartford Scholars
Fund] is meant as a commitment relationships with a preferred
to ensure the integrity of the lender. One of our loan officers
financial aid process and open received pizza and a soft drink at
access to financing for higher a noontime conference hosted by
one of the preferred lenders," said
education."
Boelhouwer.
Trinity's
decision
has
received favorable reception
Even though Trinity received
from observers. Department of software discounts in exchange
Consumer
Protection for naming College Board as a
Commissioner Jerry Farrell, Jr. preferred lender, Trinity still
said, "I commend these three selected College Board as a preschools - and others - for com- ferred lender on legitimate
mitting to prohibit questionable grounds, claim administrators.
compensation from lenders to Boelhouwer said, "College idenuniversities, and demand disclo- tifies preferred lenders in order
to evaluate carefully their loan
puctices Mid stjnd.uds and identify for our students and thenfamilies those we believe offer
that will cost Trinity $32.9 mil- the best benefits to borrowers."
lion. Restoration and renovation
Some at Trinity College,
will include new dorm rooms, however, have disagreed with the
offices, classrooms, a new path- Attorney General's suggestions
way, landscaping, and drainage sys- and the formation of a new
tem. During the project, academic financial aid code of conduct.
departments housed in Seabury
have been temporarily moved to
Trinity Commons and dozens of
students have been forced to live
off-campus.
The College has created a Web
site
(available
through
trincoll.edu) where one can track
the progress of the project by
reading updates and viewing a
photo gallery.

"The College Board's rates were
competitive and the discount
was not a factor in its selection,"
said Curran. "In my judgment,
the ethics of any discount to a
college hinges on whether the
officials of that institution pocketed the discount or put it into
its budget. Clearly, it is the latter
and not the former that was the
case here." Curran said, "Some
might benefit from a refresher
course in the principles of economics taught in our evening
program, thereby learning something about how markets function as well as the imperfections
in the human capital market.
These imperfections are what
financial aid addresses."
Several students agree with
Curran's sentiment. Christian
Montoya Para '09 said, "The
financial aid office has never
suggested that I seek out a loan
from College Board. As long as
their dealings with College
Board don't affect the amount
of financial aid students get,
Trinity college is entitled to do
what it feels like."
Curran continued, stating
that what College Board and
Trinity College did was just business. "If the terms are better from
a lender on the list, including
College Board, business will
come to that lender," he said.
Curran also suggested that the
Attorney General could have sensationalized the situation. He
said, "Under the principles of
including the office of Attorney
General seek publicity which in
turn may enhance their fiscal
allocation from the legislature.
When they cannot find anything
sensational, they look for something to justify the time spent. I
suspect, but do not know, that is
what happened in this instance."

Entry-Level Analyst at
Berkshire Capital

An entry-level Analyst at Berkshire Capital Securities LLC is introduced
to the basics in transaction and valuation responsibilities. This includes
target buyer analysis, comparable transaction analysis, financial
modeling and forecasting, drating of documents, performance of due
diligence and post-transaction analysis. Berkshire Capital Securities
LLC fosters an environment of teamwork and entrepreneurship in which
Analysts maintain a high level of contact with clients and have.the
opportunity to be directly involved in the structuring of transactions,
Though no prior experience is necessary, strong mathematical and
writing skills are helpful, Analysts must be able to handle multiple tasks
simultaneously and manage their time efficiently, Travel and flexibility
concerning work hours are also necessary elements of the position,

1
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Erin Caner
Although Seabury is under construction, its neighboring building, Cook, leraains open as a dormitory, despite the noise.
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Student Leaders Evaluate
Community Values

News in Brief
TRINITY SETS FUNDRAISING RECORDS

For the second year in a row, Trinity set several new fundraising records. From a
Orientation Leaders, the newest
record
13,000 donors, Trinity received $27.8 million, which is a 14 percent increase
group on campus.
over
last
year. The Trinity Fund also exceeded its fundraising goal by $800,000,
These 44 students volunsimultaneously
setting a record $8 million in total gifts for the fund. Over the past
Leaders from student organi- teered to come to campus early
three
years,
The
Trinity Fund's fundraising has increased by 60 percent
zations all over campus were and train for the two-day process
There
was
a
very
high participation rate from alumni, with a record-breaking 56
invited to discuss a "TC to help the Class of 2011 adjust
percent
participation
and the also record-breaking number of 10,748 alumni
Community Values" statement, to college life. Ryan Haney '10,
donors.
Officials
say
that
this participation rate is likely to be within the top 10 best
proposed by the Committee on a representative from the group,
among
all
colleges
and
universities
in the nation this year.
Campus Climate at the inaugu- described
the
Orientation
Parent
giving
also
set
new
records
for donors, with 1,735 parents donating $1.16
ral Student Leader Summit dur- Leader's role as "in between [a
million
to
the
Parents
Annual
Fund.
Total gifts to the College from all parents
ing First Year Orientation.
Residential Assistant] and a best
exceeded
$3
million.
The
Class
of
2007
was also very generous, with over 90 perAs the varied guests entered friend."
cent
of
the
class
contributing
to
the
senior
class gift, www.trincoll.edu
Vernon Social Center, they were
The real purpose of the
asked to write down on giant meeting became apparent as
stock paper the names of the Dean of Student Frederick
AFTER MOLESTATION ACCUSATIONS, TRINITY
organizations to which they Alford took over. He drew the
QUESTIONS
OUTSIDE USE OF CAMPUS FACILITIES
belong. Pages and pages filled attention of the audience to a
with names of groups that many document that had been placed
Trinity College officials are considering whether to continue to allow outside
Trinity students devote extensive in front of everyone present: a
organizations
to use campus facilities if minors are involved.
time to: SGA, Pike, the Classics proposed
"Trinity
College
The
review
follows reports that Hartford police have obtained an arrest warrant
Club, Hillel, and many others.
Community Values."
for
a
prominent
Jamaican cricket coach that charges him with molesting one of his
The statement, highlights of
Very much a who's who of
13-year-old
players
while staying at a Trinity dorm this summer.
Trinity social and co-curricular which can be found below, is an
"As
a
result
of
this
incident, Trinity is thoroughly reviewing its policy regarding the
culture, the meeting started off outline of what the Committee
use
of
its
premises
by
private organizations, especially with regard to minors,"
innocently. Representatives from on Campus Climate has decided
College
spokeswoman
Michele
Jacklin said Friday. The Hartford Courant
a few groups spoke to the gath- members of the Trinity commuered crowd about their groups' nity should pledge to.
mission statements.
Alford asked each group to
Ed Taraskewich, Chartwells read the statement, and then to
Senior Director of Dining decide what points were most
Services, gave an update on the important to them.
state of the Mather project,
a false precision and authority that about the U.S. News rankings, sayAfter each group had an
continued from page 1
which garnered an enthusiastic opportunity to discuss it, Alford
is not warranted by the data they ing they "have next to nothing to
response.
invited anyone who wished to This statement was posted by all of use," to the fact that the rankings do with the quality of education
Following a public service share their feelings on the sub- the NESCAC schools except "encourage wasteful spending and in the classrooms."
announcement advertising Do It ject to come forward. A few stu- Connecticut College and Tufts gamesmanship in the institutions'
Additionally,
Mathematics
Day, newly elected Student dents came forth with com- University, as well as schools pursuing improved rankings," and Professor David Cruz-Uribe said
Government
Association plaints about wording and across the country ranging from the concern that the rankings that he felt it "pointless to rank
President Andrew Pedro '08 emphasis, but for the most part Pomona College in California, to decrease the "educational value" schools on a straight linear scale
that does not capture the many
took the microphone. Pedro those who spoke were in sup- Carleton College in Minnesota, of the "college search process."
and to Swarthxnore College in
One of the issues that sparked factors that make different schools
told the crowd what the SGA port of the document.
Alford then turned the Pennsylvania.
The statement this recent round of questioning the right choice for different stuhad done last year, and what he
Dean of Students
hopes to accomplish with his microphone over to anyone who released commits each college the rankings was US. News' dents."
presidency this year. He was had a problem with the docu- "not to mention U.S. News or response to Sarah Lawrence Frederick Alford also expressed his
honest about the SGA's role, ment, and a few students came similar rankings in any of our new College's decision to completely agreement with the decision, sayadmitting that while they are forward, mostly lamenting the publications, since such lists mis- disregard SAT and ACT scores. ing, "I am sympathetic to the deciactively working on problems, fact that such a document was lead the public into thinking that The College does not consider the sion not to participate. In my
"[they] may not have all the necessary, and thought it should the complexities of American scores in their admission process, view the rankings are based on
focus solely on the three all- higher education can be reduced but focuses more on essays and measures that don't get at the
answers right now."
The Office of Campus Life encompassing principles that to one number." The statement students' high school records. characteristics that make a college
Buildings Managers spoke next, headlined the piece: Respect and does recognize the need for com- Former Sarah Lawrence president successful."
for Others, plete information when a student Michele Tolela Myers, wrote in a
Both professors did mention
followed by representatives from Consideration
Honesty,
and
Responsibility
for is applying to a college, and as a "Washington Postop-ed article that the coincidence of Trinity's deciResident
Assistants,
Pride
Leaders, F.A.C.E.S., Praxis, First Individual Actions and the Well- result the colleges will now make according to the director of data sion to withdraw at the same time
all of the data that they previous- research at U.S. News, in the that the College dropped in the
Year
Mentors,
and the being of the College.
ly offered to college ranking sys- absence of SAT scores as provided rankings to number 34 from numtems available on their Web sites.
by a college, "the magazine will ber 30 last year; Hyland saying "it
This is not the first time that calculate the college's ranking by surely gives one pause," and Cruzthe US. News and World Report assuming an arbitrary average SAT Uribe calling it "unfortunate,"
ranking has been questioned. The score of one standard deviation though Cruz-Uribe went on to say
last "anti-ranking revolution" (roughly 200 points) below the that he "still think(s) it is the right
Under 'Respect and Consideration for Otheis"' Trinity welcomes thoughtful
occurred in 1997, and was started average score of our peer group." decision [...] Trinity needs to stop
dK.ntrecmi.ni. i.riu\..il cvaluation, m d artistic, sncnutlt, rvli&i'ius, cultural m
by Gerhard Casper, at that time This standpoint was reiterated for obsessing about how it compares
other means o'"s;xpirision
the president of Stanford all data at a presentation made by to other schools, and start focus- Do I say hello lo others when I pass on the Lung VC'ilfing on what we want to become."
University.
like the college presi- 17.5. News in 2006.
- Do I live inv life in .i w.iy th.,1 is not disruptive to others'
dents who signed the Education
- Do I a\uid rryuu to make others terl inferiorHere at Trinity, President
Sarah Gardiner '10 was also disConservancy's letter, Casper Jones' decision seems to be receiv- appointed that Trinity's withdraw- Do I i-omijer al! points of view and gei the frits before I make a
refused, to fill out the reputational ing almost unanimous support. al had to take place at the same
judgeruen''
- Do I m l e m ne tvhen T heai offensive remarks'
survey, which asks college presi- In his "Dear Jimmy" column this time that the College dropped in
dents to rate other colleges and week, President Jones states that ranking, however she said she feels
Undei "Honesty'": Moreover, honesty and integrity are a person's most valuable
comprises 25 percent of a college's thus far he has had "two alumni "it will be easier for Trinity to
possessions oulude of one's healrh
final ranking. While Casper's state their misgivings and scores of focus on what is best for itself
- Du I admii to Jnd try and learn from my mistakes'
decisions created a great deal of others state their support," in rather than how it stacks up to
- Do I lake tilings rh.it dun'r belong t» me without the owner'';
discussion, no action was taken response to a letter that was sent other schools," now that it is no
permission?
outside of his own.
out to Trinity's alumni, faculty longer involved in the rankings.
- Arn 1 (-.ireful not to represent orhei people's idea* js.m> own?
- Do I tell the truth even when to lie- so is not to mv advanrajse'
As more and more colleges
Lloyd Thacker, the director of and staff, and student body in
the Education Conservancy, is August, notifying the community join in protest of the US, News
Under "Responsibility for InJivulu.il Actions and the Well being of the
leading the current protest of the of the decision to refuse to partic- and World Report rankings, alterCollege". We expect ih.it n r h and even, one of us will excic lse personal responnatives are being called for. Many
US. News rankings. Later this ipate in the rankings.
sibility and contubute to the well being of the College.
colleges,
including
Sarah
month,
the
Education
Near
the
end
of
his
column,
5
- Do I try and nwkt Trinity a pLace where al! people feel valued
Lawrence,
encourage
the
use
of a
Conservancy
will
hold
the
first
which
can
be
found
on
page
10
of
- Do I come to class prepared and uo I participate?
variety
of
college
guides,
such
as
meeting
of
the
"Beyond
the
Tripod,
Jones
says
"students
- Do I Lonmhute im talents to the enrirhment of campus life?
the
Fiske
Guide
to
Colleges,
Rankings"
campaign,
hosted
by
have
stopped
me
on
campus
dur- D o I take action when I see something is wring'
Review,
and
Yale University. In the letter that ing the past several days to express Princeton
- Do I act in ways that I know to be fair?
Kaplan/Newsweek, which offer
was sent out, the reasons given for their own support."
- Do I look tor constructive solutions lo problems'
questioning the rankings vary
Professor of Philosophy Drew both "narrative sections" as well as
- Do I act b ways that reflect well on Trinity'
.from
the
concern
that
they
"imply
Hyland, also voiced concerns numeric data.
- Am J an ally when someone needs me?
By JAMES KUKSTIS
TRIPOD STAFF

Trinity Pulls Out of College Rankings

Highlights from the Proposed
"Community Values Statement":
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News from the NESCAC Cave Grill Replaced by Zona Mexicana
Bates starts Bike Co-Op

Bates College is working towards becoming a more
environmentally friendly school. According to the college'
environmental coordinator, Julie Rosenbach, "The college
will also be exploring policy changes such as developing an
intercollegiate ride board for carpools, offering on-campus
vacation alternatives and offering subsidies for public
transportation."
This will include the move by the Bates Bikes co-op, a
newly created group on campus, to purchase a fleet often
cruiser bicycles. "Students, faculty and staff can join the
co-op for a $10 fee and use the bikes for short trips on and
off campus," says Rosenbach.
Additionally, starting this fall, "two self-service Toyota
Hybrid Prius Zipcars will be available for use 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. The cars will be parked in the college's Franklin Street parking lot and will be available to all
staff and students aged 18 and older, with gas, maintenance, insurance and reserved parking included in the low
hourly and daily rates," as a part of the nation-wide Zipcar
program.

Amherst Looks to Past for
Residential Solutions
Students at Amherst will enjoy newly renovated dorms
this year. Former fraternity houses have now become luxurious residence halls. Amherst even took Charles Pratt,
their former Natural History Museum and converted it
into housing after 18 months of construction. Charles
Pratt will be first-year housing, and will provide a much
more central location for freshmen housing. Director of
Residential Life for Amherst Torin Moore said, "I couldn't
be more pleased to see all of the [first-years] back on the
Quad."
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in the poultry and corn markets
as reasons why food prices have
gone up, as well as increases in
extremely deteriorated and was
the cost of transportation. "It's
beyond use. Repairs would have
not all about employment costs
lasted until October, he said.
and it's not all about food
Taraskewich did note that the
costs," Taraskewich explained.
absence of the grill has brought
"It's a combination [of the
about some welcomed changes
two]."
to the Cave dining experience,
most notably the lack of smoke
Students who eat at the
and grease-laden vapors that
Bistro or the Cave will also
permeated throughout the basenotice that the cost of equivament level of
lency
meals
Mather
Hall.
(better known
u
"combo"
Some of
meals) has also
machinery thati?
increased, from
was used to oper-7
$5.50 to $5.75.
ate the grill is still;.
'laraskewich
intact in caseJJT™! ^Ez_,
..rplained that
Chartwells
i or six years
decides to bring
Chartwells held
the grill back i
i he price of
the future.
i-quivalency
In place off'
meals fixed at
grill,
Zona
S
5.50 and that
Mexicana
will-.
was simply
serve a variety of-i _
time to go up
tacos, burritos,
and other tradi- Zona Mexicana offers a variety of Mexican food to students eating at the Cave, by a quarter,
tional Mexican
essentially
food. According to Taraskewich, increased this year. For example, five percent increase.
Zona Mexicana is a popular fea- the standard 19 meals-per-week
With all the changes in camture on many college campuses. • plan last fall cost $1585 per pus dining, Taraskewich is lookWhen asked why Mexican food, semester versus $1665 for the ing forward to a fun year. "I
instead of, say, Chinese food, same plan this fall. Taraskewich think it's exciting," he said. "I
was chosen, he replied that explained that the price of meal think it's gonna be an exciting
Chinese "would have been plans increase every year due to year once we kick it off in the
great" but in order to make it a wide range of factors includ- latter part of September and I
authentic it would have created ing inflation, projected labor think the students are gonna be
the same grease-laden vapors costs, and fluctuations in the very surprised
and very
that plagued the grill.
food industry. He cited jumps pleased."
continued from page 3

Taraskewich noted that many
of the sandwiches previously
prepared on the grill are now
available at Mondo subs. "I
believe in time students will
enjoy the [combination] of
Zona Mexicana and Mondo and
the fact that they're both open
till midnight seven days a
week," he said.
Other changes include the
cost of meal plans, which have
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Added Security Cameras Seek to Aid Campus Safety Enforcement
continued from page 3
suspicious behavior. The system
increases the scope of what
Campus Safety can 'virtually
patrol' at any given time."
Along with the cameras,
Campus Safety has put up signs
indicating that the campus is
under
video
surveillance,
reminding people that their
actions might be monitored,
which would, in theory, discourage them from criminal behavior. "However," Andres cautioned, "we do not want to give
a miscreant a road map as to
where he or she can and cannot
commit a crime away from the
camera's eye." In light of this
possibility, the cameras should
primarily be a source of monitoring and revealing details of an
incident, especially providing
auditory evidence that would be
difficult to recount accurately.
Currently, there are 16 cameras in certain areas of campus
that "represent a variety of environments," according to Andres.
Sections of outdoor areas where
cameras are located include the
Lower Long Walk, Crescent
Street, Trinity Commons, the
extension of High Rise dormitory, and the Hillel house.
Phase Two of installation is
expected to begin next month.
It will extend camera coverage
even further to common walking routes, main entrances to
dormitories, places where staff

work late hours, as well as the
areas where Campus Safety has
frequently responded to incidents in the past.
Director of Campus Safety
Charles Morris points out that
the construction of the Long
Walk is blocking possible placement of cameras. This could put
those on the makeshift Long
Walk out of the camera's view.
Nonetheless, Morris has
called the cameras "a success so
far." Most recently, a few nonTrinity students entered the
library, and the cameras caught
them meddling with computers
and rifling through drawers
around the front desk. Campus

Safety was able to respond to
the situation immediately.
On the College's Web site,
Campus Safety assures students
and employees that their privacy
will not be invaded. Surveillance
of individual dorm rooms will
never be permitted, and officers
are not to track individuals
unless the monitor of the cameras "has reason to suspect the
individual is a threat to people
or property."
While the cameras are not
originally intended to be used in
order to monitor students going
about their day or employees on
the job, Campus Safety says the
cameras can be used to look

Erin Caner

Security cameras, like this one at High Rise, are now set up all over campus.

into incidents, such as those
relating to damage to or loss of
College property. Therefore,
anyone - including students or
employees - involved in illegal
behavior on campus will be held
accountable if they are caught
by the security cameras.
Emma Williams '10 is not yet
convinced that the surveillance
system will work. "I da feel a little uncomfortable," she said.
"You don't want to have your
everyday life captured on film.
But considering the history of
this campus with regard to
crime, it might be a necessary
evil." She is also concerned with
what the camera cannot see. "If
someone commits a crime but
has their face concealed, what
help will the cameras be?"
Some students are pleased
with the measures Trinity is taking to improve safety. Stephen
Vallimarescu '09 says "as long as
people know the cameras are
there, they could decrease robberies and fighting. It's a great
step." Vallimarescu does not feel
his privacy is being intruded
upon, "since the cameras are
being placed on Trinity's property."
On the other hand, students
like Alex Baum '08 are not optimistic about the cameras. "The
problem is that the campus is
dark," he says. "I do not think
that cameras would help if they
had poor image quality [...] I
don't like the idea of the admin-

istration spying on its students,
because regardless of the reason
to install cameras, the end result
is being watched." He thinks
students should be aware of
other safety precautions they
should take at night. "I don't
feel comfortable walking around
at night at Trinity. When I go
out at night I bring my i p without a wallet, and when I leave
the library with my computer, I
call Campus Safety." Even with
the cameras, Baum says "there is
no 'safe' area to walk around on
this campus because it is not
well lit, and even if it were, it is
deserted late at night."
Felipe Luisi '10 also believes
"it will take more than security
cameras to prevent crime on the
Trinity campus." However, he
does acknowledge that it is a
positive additional security
measure, saying "it's either cameras or a renewed social order."
Vallimarescu remarked that with
Trinity's small campus, "I do
feel safe in class." Still, given the
tragedy that took place at
Virginia Tech last spring, he
thinks it would also make sense
to install cameras inside the hallways of academic buildings.
As to whether there will
come A time when Trinity no
longer needs security cameras,
Andres says "it is difficult to
define such a point, but I will
leave that decision up to the
future generations of the Trinity
community."

Both Staff and Students
Remember Prof. Nestor
Southern charm and hospitality."
Philosophy Professor Maurice
Academic Honor Council. In Wade described her as generous,
spite of the ease of losing the with a good heart, and with the
"human element" during trials happiness of others always in mind.
with such serious possible out- "Lisa enjoyed people enjoying
comes, Anderson said, "That themselves and enjoyed giving
human element was never lost on them reason to be happy," he said,
[Professor] Nestor. In hearings and adding, "lisa had a great sense of
in personal interactions, caring, humor as well. Her appreciation of
compassion and humor were her good humor is a memory that will
stay with me for the rest of my life.
defining characteristics."
Professor Nestor was particular- The excessive seriousness that we
ly appreciated in her capacities as academics are all too often guilty
an introductory chemistry teacher. of needs the antidote of the kind of
"When she was here," said Curran, sense of humor that lisa had."
"I did not worry about our intro- Morrison called her selfless.
ductory chemistry sequence, I knew Mathematics Professor Mary
it was in good hands." Nestor had Sandoval echoed such sentiments.
an open door policy towards her "I am heartbroken that such a
students to provide extra help. thing could happen to such a wonMorrison said that students consid- derful person." .
: .
ered her as "both a teacher and a
Throughout the Trinity comfriend." Beth Gromisch '09 munity, Nestor will be missed for
expressed this sentiment as well, say- more than her contributions as a
ing, "She wasn't just there to help teacher.- she will also be missed as
you with your lab - she made sure a friend. Curran taught- with
you knew what you were doing, Nestor at The College of the Holy
and was always there to help you." Cross before both came to Trinity.
Sell added, "She was always helpful "It is strange not to have her here,"
and cared about how you were Curran said. "Her death is a terridoing both in the class and how ble loss." Wade added, "I feel
you were doing. I only had her for exceedingly fortunate that I got to
one semester but I will never forget know lisa and that I was able to
the effect she had on my work, and count her among my friends."
my academic career."
Trinity will hold a memorial service
Curran noted that "she wasin Professor Nestor's honor on
very close to a lot of faculty, not September 16 at two o'clock in the
just in Chemistry." Cruz-Uribe chapel with a reception to follow.
referred to Nestor as "open and
Additional reporting by Remy
friendly, and manifested what can
only be described as old-fashioned Renault contributed to this article.
continued from page 1

Then you can't miss the LARC-BostonnInterview
Day and Job
Fair! Travel to Boston on November 2 d to Interview with Top
Employers and Attend a Huge Career Fair!
It's time for the Liberal Arts Recruiting Connection (LARC) Interview
Day and Job Fair! Here's your opportunity to apply to interview for
jobs with top Consulting, Finance, Legal and Education employers
in the Boston area. Students pre-apply for jobs and those selected
by employers will be notified by
late October. All interviews will take
place on Friday, November 2 n d in Boston.
LARC-Boston also includes an afternoon Job Fair to which all
students are invited. Over 40 employers will be in attendance!
To be considered by employers for an interview, you must
pre-apply! All applications are due by Wednesday, October 3rct.
T© l@arn m©ir®9 .attend aw

INFORMATION SESSIONS
^ September 2 1 s t at noo'it- OR
September 2Stf> at 7pm
Services Lobby
Participating Employers include: Analysis Group, Arnica
Mutual Insurance Company, John Hancock, Wellesiey Information Services, Greenwich Country Day School, May Institute NERA Economic Consulting, US Department of Justice,
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, Carney.Sandoe, Educator's
Ally GRA International, Tuck Bridge Program at Dartmouth,
The Northbridge Group, Compete, Ameriprise Financial, EF
Education, Bear Stearns, StoneTurn Group, The New England Center for Children, New England Pension Consultants,
athenahealth, State Street, Cambridge Associates, Immune
Disease Institute, Mathematica Policy Research and more!
Email
&
M
M
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Connect with the Comcast Student Bundle.
Comcast High-Speed Internet with PowerBoost™- Leaves dial-up and DSL in the dust. PowerBoost
provides a burst of s p e e d - u p to 12 Mbps—when dpwnloading huge files like music videos, online
games and software.

Comcast Digital Cable with ON DEMAND- All the channels you want most. With ON DEMAND, you can
check out everything from movies to sports, original series and more—whenever you want. And many ON
DEMAND programs are included for no additional charge.

WBm

THE |—| | j _[ _ Q
VIP sweepstakes

1-866-454-9303

per month for 9 months
when you subscribe
to both services I

Go to studentbundle.com
and find out how you can live it up LA. style!

(comcast

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER. Sweepstakes is open to legal residents of the U.S. who are at least 18 years of age. VOID OUTSIDE OF MA, NH, VT, CT, TX, PA, Ml, QA AND WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW. Enter Sweepstakes by visiting www.hlllsvipsweeps.com and completing all required fields on the on-line entry form or by mailing your entry to Pop2Life, Attn: The Hills VIP Sweepstakes, 247 Centre Street, 6th Floor, New York, New York, 10013.
Customers who are ejigibletar and subscribe to the Comcasi Student Bundle via www.studentbundle.com or by calling 1-800-COMCAST during Die Sweepstakes Period are automatically entered in the Sweepstakes (service must be
for a residential location in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Maine, Connecticut, Vermont, Texas, Pennsylvania}. Sweepstakes commences at 12:00:01 PM (ET) Dn August 10,2007 and ends at 11:59:59 PM (FT) on September 14,2007.
Sweepstakes Is subject to Official Rules at www.HILLSMPSWEEPS.com. Sweepstakes sponsored by MTV Networks, a division of Viacom International Inc. Odds of winning depend upon the number of entries received In the applicable
markets. SERVICE OFFER: Offer ends 9/30/2007. Offer only available in participating Comcast systems (and may not be transferred) and is limited to new residential customers,.or existing customers who subscribe to Comcast Basic
Cable Service only, who have not subscribed to any of the promotional services for the past 120 days, located in Comcast Cable wired and serviceable areas. Offer not available to customers with unpaid Comcast account balances.
Offer limited to Comcast Digital Starter and 6.0 Mb.ps High-Speed Internet access. Advertised prices only available with subscription to both services. If any service Is cancelled or downgraded during the promotional period, Comcast's

regular charges apply for any remaining services. AFTER THE PROMOTIONAL PERIOD, COMCAST'S REGULAR CHARGES APPLY UNLESS SERVIGE IS CANCELLED BY CALLING 1-800-COMCAST.
Pricing, programming and services subject to change. Offer savings range from approximately $8.19 to $24.57 monthly (depending on area) over non-promotional rates. Digital Cable and High-Speed Internet services included in offer
are limited toaservlce to a single outlet. Service Issubjectto Comcast standard terms and conditions of service. Equipment and Installation fees are additional. Aconverter(Comcast'scurrent monthly fee Is $3.99) Is required for certain
cable services. Use of one converter Included with Digital Starter Service. A cable modem, which may be purchased at retail or rented from Comcast (Comcast's current monthly fee is $3 (or $5 for Home Networking), Is required for High
Speed service. Unless specifically included in offer or service package, equipment fees are additional. Prices shown do not include taxes and franchise fees. Not all programming and services available in all areas. May not be combined
with other offers. Cabin Service: Certain services are available separately or as a part of other levels of service. Basic Service subscription is required to receive other, levels of service. ON DEMAND selections subject to charge indi. .cated at the time of purchase. Comcast Hiflti-Speed Internet: Spaed references and comparisons for downloads only and compare Comcast 6.0 Mbps to 56kbps dial up and 768k'bps DSL. PowerBoost only available with Comcast 6.0
Mbps/8.0 Mbps pfans. PowerBoost provides brief hursts of download speed above customer's provisioned download speed for the first 10 MB of a file. It then reverts to the provisioned speed for the remainder of the download. Many
factors affect speed. Actual speeds will vary and are not guaranteed. Please call your local Comcast office for restrictions and complete details about service, prices and equipment. Comcast ©2007. All rights reserved.
CT55P-080107V1-A14NE
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Historic Glories Cannot
Cover Current Problems
By SAN-EOU LAN
TRIPOD STAFF

any mention of why? He merely
assumed that the reason would be
apparent to the freshmen in four
J i m m y
years. But who would want to
Jones' convoca- wait that long? Faced with these
tion speech was dark times, the less courageous
filled with allu- might transfer, and at the end
sions to Harry there might just be a few who
i
dSk
^WB®*k.
Potter,
J
a( vanta etaking believe in President Jones' words,
and stick through the bitter to
mtk \
/ Mm th e series' epic reap the sweet rewards. Even with
conclusion this summer. The all its problems, Trinity is still a
president's speech captured the great place to be, but for their
struggles past Trinity administra- first impression, freshmen may
tions have endured; he showed not recognize that.
students how much was sacrificed
"With your 3D glasses, you
for them to stand there that day. would see all those who have conHis use of imagery and pop cul- tributed their generosity of funds
ture references made the speech to this place, the wealthy and the
fresh and interestpowerful over the
ing, but it was
course of the past
"Come to the edge,"
curious to see just
184 years," said
he said/But they said,
how much weight
Jones. But what
President Jones
of others who
"We are
gave to events of
contributed to
afraid.''/"Come to the
the past, while
the growth of
edge/' he said/They
somehow managTrinity? Where
ing to leave out
came, he pushed them, was the mention
any reference to
of students who
and/They flew
current or future
fight intolerance
projects. What
on
campus?
does Jones mean
Where
was
the
-Presiden t Jimmy Jones,
by this? By focusmention of the
Convocation '07
ing so intently on
strides the adminthe past does he
istration is taking
hope students will be distracted to insure Trinity's future? The
from...current problems?
foundations may have been laid
By JOE TARZI
by
the "sweat of Italian workers,"
TRIPOD STAFP
With Jones' 3-D glasses, he
took the Class of 2011 through a as Jimmy said; but what are we
Are we still
magical journey; a trip through doing now? Students who have
poor?
Trinity's glorious past. The tour, been here are seeing these foundaLast I heard
however, ended abruptly in the tions being laid, but the freshmen
we were still in a
1930s. For all the turmoil Trinity are still unaware, believing the
bit of a financial
has endured in the past, no men- first words they hear. When these
ipinch but you
tion was made of the present, or first words are words of problems,
iwouldn't know it
of the future. I'm sure that the crisis, and struggles, they become
freshmen have heard about prob- skeptical. President Jones had the
from
looking
lems that would make them anx- potential to address these issues; around. Trinity is alive with the
ious: the housing crisis, construc- however, he failed in that regard, sound of construction equipment
tion, tense town-gown relations, filling the freshmen's minds with and there are lots of new things to
decreases in financial aid, etc. By Trinity's glorious past, distracting see; So are we still poor? Near as
being here for only a few days, them from the dark present.
I can tell either Jimmy Jones is an
these freshmen had seeds of
When Jones revealed that the even better fundraiser than we
doubt planted in their minds. 3D stands for "decisions deter- thought or the College discovered
Jones, in his speech, did not mine destiny," he urged the fresh- a secret vault beneath Professor
address any of these problems, men to shape their own destinies, Chatfield's Seabury office which
but instead brought up the hard and make Trinity their own. Yet contained gold, doubloons, and
times of the past. Maybe Jimmy what will their decisions be? Will the frozen head of Bishop
wants us to think that by past they transfer to other colleges, Brownell with a replacement
standards, things aren't so bad and fulfill their destiny elsewhere? android body (in which case I'd
right now.
Will they sit by idly for the next like to say that I for one welcome
Jones briefly mentioned the four years? Or will the few follow our new, cybernetic overlord).
The list of changes on this
Long Walk reconstruction, but Jones' advice? The latter is unlikeeven then he was talking about a ly, because the anxiety in the campus in just the past few
lost cornerstone of the past. minds of the freshmen have not months is very long, and surprisThere are plans to put the corner- been relieved. The administration ingly most of them are positive.
stone on display, which is nice should follow Jones' advice. How Let's start with the most glaring
and all, but does it mean any- has the administration's decisions one, the Long Walk renovation.
thing? We can conserve our past, determined Trinity's destiny? There are absolutely no combut what is the College doing to President Jones' past decisions in plaints here; the building, at least
progress into the future? Instead the housing crisis alienated jun- what you can see through the
of mentioning what Trinity is iors, and there has yet to be a sat- scaffolding, looks absolutely awedoing to improve town-gown rela- isfactory solution to the racial some. At this point they could fill
tions or improve race relations, tension on campus. With this Jarvis with manure and it would
Jones focused on what Trinity did kind of a record, what are fresh- still be one of the best buildings
over a 100 years ago, not what men to make of it? How can they on campus. That facelift was well
determine their own destiny, over-due and it's great to see that
Trinity is doing now.
when they are crushed at all sides? Trinity is pulling out all the stops
President Jones mentioned in
President Jones may have been to make sure we can defer maintehis speech that a graduating senable to show freshmen Trinity's nance on the Long Walk for
ior a few years past did not want
past, but he in doing so he failed another 130 years (but that 2137
to leave Trinity. With so many
to take advantage of the opportu- renovation will be a pain).
problems troubling Trinity, there
nity to show them Trinity's
The Mather renovation, howmust be a reason why this student
future.
ever,
seems to have a few more
wanted to stay. Did Jimmy make
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Zona Mexicana Just Does Not Cut It
problems than the Long Walk class of 2011 will never know the
does.
simple joy of having Al whip up a
Now don't get me wrong, I've chicken and cheese on a wrap
peeked into the main dining hall with peppers and onions and hot
and it looks like
sauce. Speaking
it is going to be
of Al, oh he may
Speaking ofAI, oh he
great. In fact, the
hide his pain well,
may hide is pain well,
only
problem
but he stands at
that still remains
the taco bar like a
but he stands at the
is that we really
man without a
taco bar like a man
have to give it a
country. Taking
without a country.
name
(Mather
away Al's grill is
Main
Dining
like
taking away
Taking away Al's grill is
Hall doesn't have
Mary's cash regislike taking away Mary's ter. You just don't
a great ring) - my
cash register. You just
suggestion for a
do it!
new name is Jim
The official
don't do it!
Morrison Dining
reason the grill
Hall, because we
was murdered was
don't have any place else named that the replacement of its ventilafor rock legends (except, of tion system would have been too
course, for Elton Hall, named for costly and taken too long. But I
Sir Elton John).
can't help but wonder whether
No, the problems with the Chartwells might have a motive
Mather renovation lie solely in for trying to move more people
the Cave, where the word "renova- up to Jim Morrison Dining Hall
tion" apparently means bringing where they probably make far
the old tables that were upstairs in more money on people like me
Jim Morrison Dining Hall down- who pay $5.75 to enter and get; a
stairs to the Cave and adding plate of rice and some chocolate
tacos. Now before anyone calls milk. Despite the fact that the
me on it, yes, it is true that in an service in Morrison Hall is buffet
article last year in which I suggest- style, I wonder how many ipeople
ed improvements to Trinity I actually eat $5.75 worth of food
wrote "[add] tacos in Dining up there.
Halls. We seem to have every
There were other changes in
major food group represented at Mather, too, though. While the
Chartwells except the noble bookstore is still the same corpotaco." So why am I complaining? rate-run, overpriced, monopolistic
Didn't my wish come true? Well entity, on the outside it finally
yes, it did, but in an evil Jafar kind looks like a real college bookstore
of way rather than a moderately- with shelves and lights and other
funny Robin Williams sort of way. fancy stuff like that. Speaking of
I was painfully disappointed books, let's move over to the
to discover that the addition of library where a simple turnstile
the taco to Trinity's menu has has replaced "show us ID if ybu're
resulted in the destruction of our
beloved grill. That's right, the
see RENOVATIONS on page 11
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President Jones
Answers Students'
Questions

Trinity College has withdrawn from the U.S. News and World
Report's college rankings. Trinity's ranking has been steadily
falling for the past few years; however, if Trinity were to rank high
amongst liberal arts colleges, would Trinity rejoin the U.S. News
and World Report's college rankings?
The annual "ranking" by US News and World Report has been an
issue for most every college and university president I know of in the
country for as long as I can recall. The "ranking" is based on a faulty
premise: that somehow, colleges and universities could be reduced to a
number indicating quality and then that such a number could be
"ranked" to show prominence or value. Schools are amorphous entities. They are not Kenmore or Maytag
washing machines that can be tested in a laboratory for performance and then provided a numeric "ranking" such as Consumer Reports might do as an indicator of which washing machine one should buy.
Many of us have been working for years at ways to change the public's perception of the USNWR
annual "beauty contest," as the publication each fall is most commonly called in presidential circles. At its
inception many years ago, the "ranking" was based solely on a reputational survey from presidents, deans
of faculties, and deans of admissions. We would be asked to assign a number, from five as high to zero as
low, on all schools within a particular cohort: research university presidents and deans were asked to assign
a numeric ranking to peer schools, liberal arts college leaders likewise, etc. When howls of complaint were
then registered by those of us asked to "vote" each year, because no one could possibly know everything
about every school in one's cohort, USNWR decided upon an algorithm that got increasingly arcane as
the years went by. Schools were requested to provide massive amounts of data: everything from endowment
dollars per student to alumni annual fund participation rates, so much so that at the present time, the
request for data includes more than six hundred (yes, six hundred) different data points. The data collected; provide some 75 percent of the algorithm with the reputational survey providing the additional 25 percent. USNWR then collates all the data, assigns a number to each school in each cohort, and then "ranks"
the schools within a certain cohort by the number assigned. The entire process is flawed and methodologically unsound. Hundreds of work hours must be spent by Institutional Research officers all across the
country each year just trying to respond to the data requests. Mistakes are often made. Sometimes the data
provided are not factually verifiable.
At the present time, the USNWR "ranking" is basically a proxy for endowment dollars per student: thus
in the research university cohort, Princeton leads the field since Princeton has the highest endowment per
student ratio of any of the research universities in the country, with Harvard second. In the liberal arts
cohort, Williams has the highest endowment per student with Amherst following second. Princeton is
therefore "ranked" first in the research university cohort, and Williams "ranked" first in the liberal arts college cohort.
This past winter, my colleague and old friend Michele Toleya Myers, formerly president of Sarah
Lawrence, wrote a blistering attack against the USNWR for an op-ed piece in The Washington Post. Her
points were cogently argued. Liberal arts colleges are trying everything to provide access to a wider and
wider set of perspective students. Some of those students might attend high schools that do not rank their
students. USNWR then penalizes those very schools trying to diversify their respective student bodies in
the algorithm USNWR uses: so liberal arts colleges are penalized in the "rankings" for one of the most
important initiatives before American higher education. Or, to take another considerable example, liberal
arts colleges try very hard to provide low faculty-student ratios because we believe intently on" the primacy
of the faculty-student interrelationship at the heart of why liberal arts colleges exist. And USNWR assigns
a one percent value on this one critically important aspect of a liberal arts college experience: one percent
of what is otherwise a proxy for endowment dollars per student: hardly an indicator of what any of us think
is important.
This past summer, die Annapolis Group presidents met in an unprecedented number. The main reason so many of us attended this particular meeting was the discussion we were slated to have on the
USNWR "ranking" problem in the country. I was, frankly, astonished at the number of schools represented and at the virtual unanimity of opinions expressed. We left the meeting with a sense of action I have
never before seen in my long years in American higher education. We were, almost to a person, agreed that
we would provide on our respective Web sites all the information we annually have to provide USNWR:
all information would be available for anyone to see. Trinity's data were on the Web site in very early
August, as the Annapolis Group presidents readily agreed. Second, the Annapolis Group presidents agreed
that we would strip any mention of USNWR from our respective informational venues: and this is now
being done all across the country. Schools will no longer provide the publicity for what is USNWR's most
profitable single edition, year after year. Third, many of us will no longer provide the reputational survey
since the survey is flawed: not one of us in the entire country could possibly know enough to "rank" each
of the institutions in our respective cohorts.
I announced what I intended to do about this egregious matter in'a letter that we sent to our nearly
20,000 alumni, to all the members of the faculty and staff, and to the student body some weeks ago. To
date, I have had two alumni state their misgivings and scores 'of others state their support. Students have
stopped me on campus during the past several days to express their own support. No further evidence
could be provided other than what has happened to us in the past two years. We have had the two most
successful admission years in Trinity.history in both numbers and quality of perspective students seeking
a Trinity education in the liberal arts. But the most telling evidence of any possible "ranking" is this simple fact: Trinity has a relatively small number of alumni, certainly against those of the "megaversities"in
theland, not even 20,000, yet the impact in. every conceivable manner of life exhibited by Trinity's alumni far, far surpasses any numerical number of the alumni themselves.

Jewels of Wisdom from
a "Fantastic Sophomore"
ByJORYDNSIMS
TRIPOD STAFF

careers, they just don't care.
There is that brief scramble
around December to finish up
College is college applications. Many allnaturally very nighters are pulled. However,
different from unlike the juniors, seniors
high
school. become nocturnal. There's that
But there are first all-nighter of senior year,
some parts of and then it's all downhill. They
school that just will, for the majority of the rest
never change. One thing that I of their high school career, sleep
really enjoy observing is the divi- through class and waste their
young lives staying up all night
sion of class years.
In high school, the freshmen watching re-runs of That 70'i
look lost and confused. They Show. (I shouldn't hide it - 1
often consult their course sched- have almost all of the episodes
on DVD.)
ules and look
fairly panicked. Juniors just aren't here.
In the past
When lunchtime
few
days since
I don't miss them.
comes around,
my
glorious
they flock to sit, They would have jeopreturn to Trinity
with old friends
(my flights were
ardized my on-campus
and perpetuate
EARLY - I know
housing anyways.
the stereotypes
you're all won(Kidding'. Sort of...)
that they fit into
dering who I
during that horribribed
at.
ble time in a perHomeland
son's life that we call middle Security), I've been enjoying
school.
watching these divisions in their
The sophomores are all college forms.
obnoxious in high school. They
The freshmen look lost and
think that because they've fin- confused. They often consult
ished a year of high school, they their course schedules and look
know everything there is to know fairly panicked.
and that they, are fabulously fanThe sophomores are all
tastic. Plus they aren't taking real obnoxious. They think that
classes yet, so what else do they because they've finished a whole
have to do but act superior?
year of college, they know everyJuniors are taking both AP thing there is to, kr^ow^ and that
English and AP Biology are they are fabulously fantaM'e < '• *
studying for SATs, and generally
Juniors just aren't here. I
look like they haven't slept in don't miss them. They would
about two and a half days. Most have jeopardized my on-campus
of all, they are sick of that housing anyways. (Kidding! Sort
painfully often repeated question, of...)
posed by teachers, parents,
Then there are the seniors.
friends' parents, the random They're a little stressed - the real
barista at Starbucks, and the lady world is sneaking up on them who walks dogs down your street they've got to find jobs (sorry to
every morning - "so, where are remind you guys). Sadly, living
you applying to college?"
in a cardboard box just doesn't
Then there are the seniors. By
see STEREOTYPES on page 11
this point in their high school

College Business Keeping
Jimmy from "Doing It"
By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ
TRIPOD STAFF

W h i l e
Trinity's
President does
many
good
things for the
College, like
signing
the
American College and University
Presidents
Climate
Commitment, there is one thing
that recently came to my attention - Jimmy Jones doesn't "Do
It!"
That's right, President Jones
doesn't participate in Do It Day.
Last Saturday he wasn't pulling
weeds or picking up trash around
Schools can never be "ranked" as one might wish to "rank" washing machines, and to that end I and Hartford: he was in New York on
scores of my peers are continuing to do everything we know how to do to combat the nefarious practice "College business," according to
his assistant Alice Tucker.
of USNWR in continuing the publication's unprincipled actions.
What's more, President Jones
has never participated in Do It
Day. He was inaugurated on
Please send any questions for President Jones
totripod@trincoll.edu
' October 17, 2004, yet apparently

wasn't able to find the time in
2005 or 2006 to do some community service with the rest of
campus. Again, like this year, he
was "away on College business."
To me, this seems pretty weird. I
mean, he finds the time to go to
Canada, in August for the Quest
Leadership Program. Would it be
too much to ask him to set aside
a few hours one day of the year,
especially when it is such a tradition at Trinity? It's not like it is a
surprise when Do It Day is. It
has always been the first Saturday
after Labor Day, except maybe
once in 2002, according to Joe
Barber, Director of Community
Service and Civic Engagement.
It takes the whole summer to
plan Do It Pay, usually starting
the first week of June. Clearly,
it's public knowledge when Dolt
Day will be (well in advance, I
might add), so doesn't it make
see DO IT DAY on page 11
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Stereotypes at Trinity Just Not True - Renovations: The Good,
the Bad, and the Ugly
continued from page 10

seem to have the appeal to all of
you East Coasters that it does to
my friends at home in California.
I know, what hippies.
Now at the risk of being an
obnoxious sophomore who
thinks that because I've finished a
whole year of college I know
everything there is to know and
that I'm generally fantastic, I'm
going to let you freshmen in on a
little secret. The differences in
class divisions between college
and high school are actually
important. Observe.
You guys know next to no one
here. Therefore you are forced to
be social and meet new people.
Painful? At times. But to be honest, I met my best friends within
the first few weeks of our time in
fones (whoever is in Jones 123,
get out of my room). My roommate from last year (who sadly did
not return to Trinity this year)
and I just got ofF the phone after
an hour-long conversation. Don't
listen to the people who tell you
that your freshmen year friends
won't last - the real ones "will.
The sophomores, while full of
themselves and obnoxious, actually are taking real classes. And so
are all of you. Classes here are,
believe it or not, worth your
effort. The number of classes you
get to choose from is also amazing. I'm in three English classes
this year - I'm in Heaven.

The juniors aren't here, but
not necessarily because they
couldn't find housing - many of
them are already abroad or will be
going soon. They will travel to
amazing places all over the world
and will learn all about new and
different cultures while still continuing their Trinity educations.
And one day, if you want to, you
will, too.
The seniors - they're not really
that stressed. Know why? Trinity
has an incredible post-graduation
employment rate and an equally
incredible Career Center. Barring
disaster, they won't be living in a
box - they could be just about
anywhere they would like to be.
And so freshmen, you may
have heard about our budget crisis. You may have heard that you
won't get to see how gorgeous the
Long Walk is when the leaves are
turning until next year. You may
have heard that Trinity cut one of
the best program directors on the
campus: Mariam Elahi of the
Human Rights Program. You
may have heard that we have
racism issues on this campus.
You'll hear of many students who
transferred when you meet upperclassmen. You'll hear complaints
of housing crises.
I'm not going to lie to you:
those are all real problems. They
won't go away overnight. But
every year this college continues
to attract better students. I'm
going to defer to your class and

"Do It Day" Does Not
Do It for President Jones
continued from page 10

sense that President Jones would
be out there helping the many
students and sites around the city
that need it?
Other Trinity administrators
"Do It." Dean of Students
Frederick Alford has before, and
this year Dean of Faculty Rena
Fraden took part. Professors even
get involved - Professor of
Mathematics David Cruz-Uribe
has participated every year, as
well as Assistant Professor of
Physical Education and Head
Coach of Men's and Women's
Swimming and Diving Kristen
Noone, and Head Rowing Coach
and Assistant Professor of
Physical
Education
Larry
Gluckman. If they can all- make
it, why can't Jimmy?
According to Tucker, "if
[President Jones] had been here
he would have been delighted'to
participate and support this very
important program that benefits
the Hartford community."
What's funny, though, is that
there is an interesting twist to
this whole dilemma. Only once'
in the history of Do It Day has a
Trinity president participated, so
as Barber put it, "Jimmy's lack of
involvement is not unusual."
Does anyone else see a problem
with that?
Shouldn't the leader of our
College be at the forefront of
such a defining and long-established Trinity practice? Why is it
that our school's President is
nowhere to be seen, not even on

campus on Do It Day? I'm in no
way naive - obviously, Jimmy
Jones is a very busy man, so
much so that I can't even imagine what it must be like, but why
not allot some time to give back
in the form of community service?
If nothing else, it would be a
good public relations move, with
many excellent photo opportunities. Imagine Jimmy Jones getting
his hands dirty "Doing It" and
receiving recognition for it. For
those who might just see him as
the man who runs our school,
up on a pedestal above others, it
would be a good way for everyone to see him on the same level
as the rest of us, more accessible
and approachable.
Part of Trinity's mission statement says that it is "our purpose
[...] to prepare students to lead
•examined lives that are personally satisfying, civically responsible,
and socially useful." Shouldn't
the President of the College then
be a role model for this? I reiterate that Jimmy Jones does a great
many good things with the
resources he has available, so why
not "Do It" on Do It Day? Can
it really be that hard to schedule
ahead and designate the first
Saturday after Labor Day as a
day when he commits to stand
side-by-side with students and
paint over graffiti or spread
mulch around some trees? I honestly don't know why he doesn't,
but hopefully he'll look to his
2008 calendar and mark off Sept.
6 as booked for "Doing It."

quote
President
Jones' '
Convocation Speech of Aug. 30 I
and remind you: "You are the |
best credentialed class we have
ever admitted." I'm even going to
step down off my sophomore j
know-it-all platform and tell you |
that really, your class is more
attractive than mine (it really is
unfortunate - we're all old and
wrinkly to begin with af(er a
whole year of college).
My point here is that sure,
Trinity has issues. You'll come
across them this year, probably
even this first semester. But
between the students that have
returned to Trinity, and all of
you, we can fix these issues. Go
to the Activities Fair.
Get
involved with campus organizations.
Go to the Leadership
Summits. Go to the discussions
about campus issues, start discussions yourselves. Don't just sit
there with your idea - get up and
share it.
There's a reason I came back
to Trinity. It's because it is the
best college with the best faculty,
i. e prettiest Chapel in the world,
the most incredible crisp fall
days, and the most amazing student run organizations like The
Fred and (not to advertise) the
Tripod. But most of all, it has
the most amazing student body
of any college anywhere. And
that
now
includes
you.
Congratulations and welcome
home.

continued from page 9

the sexy back to small New
England college rare book and
not white" as the preferred manuscript libraries with its
method of entry to the main recent renovation. Also there's
level.
free booze (there's not, but you
However, xenophobia still know you'd go if there was).
seems to be runThat, for the
ning rampant in
most part, rounds
Instead of banning out- out the major
the library as our
"guests" are now
changes on camsiders the library has
limited to the six
pus this year,
continued to allow
computers by the
which as I said
entry with restrictive
reference
desk,
before, are mostly
computers that
positive. There
rules that basically
are almost always
were also many
amount to: Don't look
occupied
by
minor changes
at anything, don't
Trinity students.
and
repairs
Why doesn't the
around
campus,
a
touch anything, and
library
simply
few
new
paths
don't defecate on the
come out and say
and parking lots
books - mabe that last
that they don't
at the corner of
want any outBroad Street and
one was justi£ed
siders coming in?
Allen Place and
It seems pretty
they fixed the
obvious to all of us by now. gate at the foot of Vernon Street
Instead of banning outsiders the (I bet you didn't even know it was
library has continued to allow broken). Sure there are a lot of
entry with restrictive rules that things now missing from our cambasically amount to: Don't look pus (like the Long Walk, the grill,
at anything, don't touch anything, Jim Morrison Dining Hall and
and don't defecate in our books - the Class of 2009) but we know
maybe that last one is justified.
that they are going to come back
That's not all the changes at better than ever, save for the grill.
the library though. I implore just Oh, and the Cave stopped stockabout everyone to at least peek ing Philadelphia Cream Cheese
into the Watkinson Library but the generic stuff tastes the
because it has managed to bring same, so it's ok.

What do you think of the Long Walk
construction project?
"I haven't thought about it; it doesn't really bother
me.
MJ Geier and visitor Nasi Mqadi
CLASS OF 2011

"So far it looks wonderful from the outside. The only
problem is that it's a pain that they do construction
all day."
Daniel Antal
VISITING SCHOLAR

"It put me out of housing, but I got a better house. I
haven't really had a problem."
Eric Gulbandsen
CLASS OF 2009

"Too bad for the people who live in Cook. It's not a
subtle change for theater/dance majors who are used
to the Seabury space."
.•
Lilia Claghorn
agnorn '
CLASS OF2008 '
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Calendar of Events
1 liK'

12

11

12:45 p.m.
9/11 Remembrance
Service
Chapel
9 p.m.
Banquet Service
Chapel

12 p.m.
Writing Workshop for
Students
Writing Center,
115 Vernon Street
12:15 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel

5:30 p.m.
Adoration of the Blessed
Sacrament
Friendship Chapel
6:30 p.m.
Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

16

12:40 p.m.
Muslim Prayers
Summit South, Room 100
6 p.m.
Shabbat Services
Zachs Hillel House

11 a.m.
Women's Soccer
v. Wesleyan
Campus Field
12 p.m.
Men's Soccer
v. Wesleyan
Campus Field

Language Lunch Tables

5:15 p.m.
Vespers Service
Chapel

7 p.m.
Green Campus Meeting
Community Service Office

6 p.m.
Episcopal Communion
Service
Chapel

8 p.m.
ConnPIRG Campus
Climate Challenge
Meeting
FACES Lounge

9 p.m.
Roman Catholic Mass
Friendship Chapel

15

14

13

4:30 p.m.
Foye + Foye Opening
Reception and
Conversation with the
Artists
Widener Gallery
Austin Arts Center

All language lunch tables meet in the Washington Room.
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday.
Thursday:

French
Russian
Arabic
Chinese
German
Hebrew
Italian
Japanese
Spanish

12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
12:30 p.m. -1:30 p.m.
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
12:30 p.m. -1:15 p.m.
12:40 p.m. -1:30 p.m.
12:15 p.m. -1:15 p.m.
12 p.m. -1:15 p.m.
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.

For more calendar information, see: http://internet2.trincoll.edu/TCcal/webcal.aspx.

Green Tip-of the Week

Recycle your cans and bottles (both glass and plastic).
-If every American recycled just one out of every 10
plastic bottles they used, 200 million pounds of plastic
would be kept out of landfills every year.
-Every glass bottle that is recycled can save enough
energy to light a 100-watt-equivalent compact
fluorescent light bulb for 16 hours.
-Recycling one aluminum can saves the equivalent of
enough energy to run a TV set for three hours.

Community Service
Spotlight
This week's Community Service Spotlight shines on
Gina FiUoramo '10 and Sarah Knox '08 who organized
"Do It Day/' which took place Saturday, September 8.
Do It Day is a campus-wide half-day program that
engages students, administrators and faculty in community service projects at various sites throughout
Hartford.
"\ jumped at the chance to run an event which 1 had
found to be a positive and humbling experience,"
Filloramo said. "Like any place, Hartford is not perfect
and is in need of improvement. I was excited to offer
Trinity students the chance to reach out and take an
active role in making a difference."
Knox shared a similar sentiment about Do It Day.
"Although it was stressful at times, the success of the
event made all the hard work worth it," she said.
This year, over 450 students participated at 52 different locations.

Statistics courtesy of abc13.com
Bottle and Can Recycling at Trinity:
All glass or aluminum containers are recyclable, as well as containers made out of #1
or #2 plastic. Look at the bottom of the container. You will usually find a triangle
symbol with a number inside. That number signifies the type of plastic from which
that product is made.
Do not recycle containers with liquid or food in them.
There are recycling bins located in every dormitory. Jf your floor is missing a recycling bin, send an e-mail to Jose.Silva@trincoII.edu. Recycling bins are also available
in office buildings and outdoors at nine convenient locations around campus.

Photo by Lindsey Cline
Last Wednesday,.ConnPIRG's Campus Climate Challenge tabled outside
of the Washington Room in Mather Hall to encourage students to sign a
thank you card for President James F. Jones. Over the summer, President
Jones signed the American College and University Presidents Climate
Commitment, and the members of the group felt it was necessary to show
appreciation for his efforts. "All last year we pressured President Jones to
do this," Elisabeth Cianciola '10 said. "We were really'glad he finally did."
The ACUPCC pledges to male Trinity carbon-neutral.
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Trinity Restaurant Proves Perfect Addition to Our Neighborhood
By LAUREN TURLIK
TRIPOD STAFF
Trinity Restaurant is the new
BYOB in town (assuming you're
of legal age of course). A stark
improvement on the location's
former eatery, Timothy's, there
is something for everyone at this
Mediterranean bistro.
Not only is the food more
palatable, but the ambiance is
more welcoming. Diners now
enter through a new entrance,

leading directly into a quaint
dining area. The walls are painted a warm yellow-green color
and the tables are graced with
crisp white tablecloths. The full
and diverse menu features a classic photo of the Trinity College
chapel on its cover, a subtle nod
to our campus. Soft rock resonates in the background, keeping the restaurant college-friendly.
Also college-friendly are the
prices. On their lunch menu,

Bordering campus, Trinity Restaurant boasts accessibility and appetizing food.

sandwiches average seven dollars. While that is slightly more
expensive than a Zona Mexicana
combo at the Cave, Trinity
Restaurant offers a delicious
grilled chicken sandwich with
Napa Valley cabbage, tomatoes,
red onion, and horseradish
Dijon spread. A wide range of
appetizers, salads, sandwiches,
burgers, and entrees are also
served at lunchtime. Not willing
to spend the extra $1.25 yet?
Well, this might entice you: the
chicken at Trinity Restaurant is
bought from certified natural
farms (organic bantams!) and
free delivery is offered.
Understandably, expect to
spend a tad more at dinner. An
average entree ranges from $ 13
to $20; a house salad and freshly baked bread are included.
However, ij is worth every
penny! As an appetizer, the mussels were beautifully steamed;
they practically melted in my
mouth, leaving a. subtle kick of
spice from the warm tomato
"basil sauce. The butternut
squash ravioli was also delicious.
Pan fried, the pasta was lightly
crisped but the sweet squash
inside remained smooth. The
sourness of the lemon juice
squeezed on top contrasted
wonderfully with the sweet balsamic and homey sage. Also

noteworthy was the garlic bread, of rich chocolate was the perfect
covered in a salty mozzarella finale. The creme brulee was
cheese. Eat those slices quickly good, but barely compared to
while still hot, because they lose the tiramisu.
their taste when cooled.
The entire meal was a
The entree of the night was delightful surprise. The food is
the osso bucco: a tender lamb outstanding, the prices are reashank with goat cheese polenta sonable, the service is personand grilled asparagus. While it's able, and the location couldn't
not exactly lamb season, the be any more perfect! Why there
lamb had as much rich flavor as wasn't a line to get in baffles
if it were the beginning of me. So, before the word gets out
spring. The polenta was a bit about this secret gem of a
dry, but soaked up enough of restaurant, take your family
the pan juices to give it an extra there for Family Weekend or
bit of taste. The grilled aspara- grab a few friends for a night
gus was incentive enough to out. Whatever your reason, just
order the dish. Its smoky flavor be sure to try it. And if this
and incredible freshness was entire article hasn't given you
divine.
enough incentive to go to
Trinity
Restaurant, they still
Another stand-out dish was
serve
Timothy's
famous black
the paella: mussels, calamari,
clams, shrimp, and chorizo in a magic cake. There. Now go!
seafood broth with saffron rice.
A little salty, but otherwise a
Trinity Restaurant
vtiy flavorful plate. Again, the
243 Zion Street
seafood was cooked to perfecHartford, CT 06106
tion (minus the calamari, which
was a bit rubbery). The chorizo
Hours: 10:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
added a bit of spice and the
Mon. through Sun.
seafood broth infused the safPrices: $6 to $11 for lunch;
fron rice with a delicate flavor.
$13 to $20 for dinner.
And what is dinner without
Cuisine: Mediterranean
dessert? The "luxury tiramisu"
Rating. 4/5 Bantams
was absolutely delicious. The
ratio of creamy ricotta to layers
of light cake soaked in espresso
was flawless, and an added layer

Tripod Staff Member Reflects on New York Summer Experience
By ASHLEY BELL
TRIPOD STAFF
The summer before senior year
is apparently when you're supposed to plan for the dreaded
post-grad job scramble and spend
three months sorting paper and
getting coffee. So I sent my
resume to every magazine basically begging to be used as free slave
labor, and even the lesser-known
publications didn't want to buy
what I was selling. But it's okay, I
had my rejection letters leatherbound and I keep them in clear

view to look at when I've had an
especially good day and I feel the
need to bring my self esteem down
several notches. In the end, I
decided to turn down the one
internship that I managed to
weasel my way into at a magazine
launch party in favor of a fourweek business program at a university in New York City.
I set out to go to what I can
only refer to as an academic summer camp for people who wanted
to learn how to make a lot of
money after college. Of course, I
had to ignore the fact that this

Courtesy ot Ashley Bell
Adopted New Yorker Ashley Bell '08 works hard, but knows how to play hard.

summer I was paying almost ten rummaged around the room and the class environment, it's six
grand for this delightful summer was pleased to find that not only hours of finance and marketing
tutelage, which also made me did we have air conditioning, but classes where some of the material
completely
we also had walk- swooped completely over my
unable to make
in closets. We had head. Although, trust me when I
We had to sleep two
money myself.
to sleep two peo- say I found ways to make it
people per room in a
Life is so ironic.
ple per room in a through the parts that were less
three by five cubicle,
Although I figthree-by-five cubi- than enjoyable. The professorured moving into
cle, but we had w h o - w a s - o b s e s s e d - w i t h but we had enough
an actual urban
enough space in Abercrombie's black, short-sleeved
space in our closets to our closets to set
campus (and not
button down (a huge fashion noset up a conference
just one surup a conference no) proved to be a great source of
rounded by the
table and have entertainment when I saw that
table and have FBI
inner city) would
FBI interrogations when he turned around there was
interrogations (which
be a challenge, it
(which
would a giant string of blue Hawaiian
would have come in
was fairly painless,
have come in flowers across the back. And "fabbut slightly awkhandy if I could ulous" didn't even scratch the surhandy if I could have
ward.
As
I
have ever tracked face to describe his other get-ups.
ever tracked down the
scoured over the
down the heart- The eyebrows on another -profesheartless individual
intricate system
less
individual sor were the topic of conversation
of locks and retiwho
stole
my among half the class for about a
who stole my handbag
na scans on my
handbag in DC).
week and a half.
in DC).
room door, a
If anyone is
Aside from the interesting
petite girl opened
thinking of doing quirks that were able to keep me
it to let me in, gave me a strange a month-long summer program awake when I was running on five
look as she glanced at my stuff, and you think
hours of sleep,
and then politely asked, "Oh, do that class time is
the material was
Since I found the comyou live here?" I thought it was a going, to be the
substantive
mon room to be too
strange question to ask someone same as during
enough to give
holding a mattress pad and every the year, you're
stressful and distracting
me an inside look
season of The Hills on DVD, but clearly smoking
at what business
(what with the fridge
I can see how she might have something that
school would be
and a window), one
thought I was there for an MTV- you can only find
like. It wasn't an
themed sleepover in the middle of in the undernight I decided to use
easy vacation by
the day. Oh, and the fact that she ground cave marany
means,
what I had and sit on
and the other two girls in the suite kets of Istanbul.
though.
With
the
the closet floor to do
had been there for a week as part Six hours of class
amount of readof a completely separate program a day. Same as
my work by candlelight
ing that , was
and they thought that the extra high
school?
required in the
bed frame was dorm-themed mod- Wrong-o, think more along the first week, combined with class
ern art (an accurate assessment lines of two three-hour lectures time, the transition was tiring at
considering there was no mat- with a lunch break in the middle. first. When my publishing roomtress). So after I asserted myself as And not three-hour lectures where
the token outsider of the quad, I you can contribute something to
' see ASHLEY on page 17
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Extra-National, Sexy Phenomenon Ed Walters Returns From UK
course where we took everyday
objects out of their natural environment and placed them on a
I've been asked by the editors bare white surface. You should
of the Features Section to write try it. Suddenly, everyday funcabout how it feels being back at tion removed, the objects looked
Trinity after a year studying prettier. I felt much the same
abroad in England. That's easy. It way, on the bare white surface
feels - for lack of a better word - that is the United Kingdom.
very weird. Half the campus is Prettier. Improved. Girls and gay
men
gushed
under construcIn many ways, I feel as about how mastion, the faculty
culine I was.
has been relocatthough I've returned
Jocks from Eton
ed to a distant
to a post-apocalyptic applauded me on
land
called
country club populat- my athleticism (I
' T r i n i t y
Commons,'
ed by pastel wombats. can't even throw
a ball properly).
Mather
looks
Luckily, however,
Strange hipsters
and feels like a
some of the great
would tell me
New Orleans disaster-relief stathings about our bed- that my accent
reminded them
tion, and young
lam
remained
the
of Hollywood. In
people . with
same.
general, social
skateboards are
faux pas simply
everywhere. In
many ways, I feel as though I've didn't exist - I was an American.
returned to a post-apocalyptic Unassailable. An exception to the
country club populated by pastel rule - an extra-national, sexy phewombats. Luckily however, some nomenon. As a male, I don't
of the great things about our think that I've ever been objectibedlam remain the same. Cars fied to such a ridiculous extent
are still being towed. The book- (if at all), and while past girlstore is still overcharging stu- friends and my mother may disdents. And everyone still looks agree with my current nostalgic
fantastically healthy (though sentiment, I think being an
younger and slightly more object feels empowering (kind of
like wearing sunglasses while talkdiverse).
One thing I have noticed is ing to somebody that's not).
Here, back on Trinity's camthat I have never felt more
"American" than I did while pus, surrounded by my countrystudying in the U.K There's a men, I feel much less empowered,
and much more wary of my
neat phenomenohabits being viewed by others
logvcal experinot simply as American habits,
ment
we
but as indicative of a certain kind
did
the
of American's habits. There, I
other day
could wear madras patchwork
in a philospants (the silliest things I've ever
ophy
had the pleasure of constantly
wearing)
and
be
viewed
By ED WALTERS
TRIPOD STAFF

Courtesy of Ed

' Courtesy of Ed Walters

Our 'colorful American eccentric" paints his face as Braveheart, certainly standing out against his monochromatic mates.

others from Trinity, that it was
about more than just a redefinition of self. We went abroad to
experience for the very first time
a world outside Trinity as adults
shaped by our experiences within
its walls. We went abroad for the
experiences - new relationships,
new sensations, new memories,'
and new places, which we couldn't have experienced in the same
way while in Hartford (or, as I
personally feared, later in my life,
chained to jobs and babies).
Back on campus, however, it's
amazing how quickly I find
myself once again settling into
the same habits I thought I had
left behind. I'm back in the
swampy frats on the weekends,
back in a small dorm room on
the weekdays, back in the "dining
hall of the future" every morning. My past year felt so transformative that I feel
.like nothing so
jmuch as a walk' ing
studyabroad cliche, and so it feels
colorful somehow wrong to be back in
eccentric. exactly the same sort of place I
was a year ago. The college expe~
jUSt
itself has become sort of
lewed as another
onfused
New mundane (with the exotic excepf% England
prep- tion of some freshmen having
There, I been born in 1990), because, let's
could wear a sport- face it, I'm now mundane. No
coat to class and longer a super-sexy extra-national
be viewed as "that phenomenon. Boohoo.
So, upon reflection - having
sharply dressed
American." Here, returned as a mundane muggle to
I'd be viewed as the very same place that I had
"that tool in the started from - was it worth it? I
sport-coat." Ah guess. The novelist Salmon
well. If I could Rushdie once wrote (I'm parasum it up in a phrase, I'd say that phrasing) that the past is the
being one of the few Americans only foreign land that we cannot
in England was much more con- revisit. What makes being back in
the United States
ducive to the
so
frustrating,
"America, F**k
I'm back in the
then, is that my
yeah!" mentality.
past year actually
On a more
swampy fiats on the
is in a foreign
serious
note,
weekends, back in a
country that I
however, I do
small
dorm
room
on
can revisit. It
miss
deeply
makes
letting go,
being in a differthe weekdays, back in
moving
on, and
ent country. I
the, "dining hall of the saying goodbye
went abroad for
future" every morning. to that part of
love of travel,
your life a bit
and
I
went
abroad because I'm of the mind more difficult. But, on a more
that we define ourselves through fatalistic note that might already
the world. I could say that I went resonate with a few of the seniors
abroad to "find myself," but I and most of the older people in
suspect, as is the case for many the world, that's what life is often

tangentially about - saying good- on the cusp of true adulthood,
with the rest of the world at your
bye to things.
This glass-half-empty perspec- fingertips. I worry, now, that by
tive, however, seems a foolish way putting even the barest reflection
to end an article about an experi- of my experiences in writing, by
ence that I urge all underclass- distilling the "essence" and
men to undertake. So let's plod "meaning" behind something as
on for just a little bit longer. I innocent as a shared dinner on a
guess, when asked by friends ox Zambian farm with an old farmer
by the Tripod to describe how it named Richard and his wife
feels to be back on campus, that Betty, a conversation about a girl
it's easier to be glib about the in a pub with a disconsolate
Philosophy stupast year of my
dent
from
life than seriously
So let's go back to
Oxford, losing
introspective. It
being glib. How does it my French-speakhurts less. I don't
feel being back at
ing friends and
doubt that I've
w
a n d er i n g
returned a differTrinity after a year
around alone in
ent person than
abroad? Kind of like Morocco for two
the one who left
Quantum Leap.
days, that what
on a plane to
makes
those
South Africa a
year ago - I suspect it's almost experiences magical and unique
impossible to stay the same per- will be lost.
son from year to year at our age So let's go back to being glib.
- but I do doubt my ability to tell How does it feel being back at
it in such a way that adequately Trinity after a year abroad? Sort
captures the magic of being 21, of like Quantum Leap.

Around Trinity
Weather Forecast:
Expect Showers

Yes, AT Cranks it
Every Day...

Even if you don't have
•Following a teammate's
the proper rain gear, you messy altercation, two
can stand under AT's Paul faithful frat boys escorted,
Labella (Ella, Ella, Ay, Ay, a fiesty freshman female
Ay). Recommended for from the premises of their
when beneath the balcony Late
t * venue,
of a . certain nudity- Bringing a whole new
obsessed frat, where a meaning to, "Superman
brother stood Sunday dat ho, they flung the
night 5 holding up the flustered femme outside
house's mission statement by her arms and legs. AT
(and providing precipita- says:, forgive and forget the
tion
toJ below). Cover up fight (and flight) ... Why
iU
"~
—' vest!
"'
can't we all just get along?
with a- denim

Cartwheeler Scores
Perfect 10

Freaky Freshmen
Provide Fodder

All too inspired by the
newfound freedom of living away from home, a
naked newcomer to camp
opted to cartwheel down
Crescent after downing
numerous drinks. To the
amusement of onlookers,
this alcohol-induced athlete remained unaffected
by his audible audience.
Hey, AT admires your
endurance. Two words:
male cheerleading.

Fall's influx of freshmen prove extra _ frisky.
Between overhearing, "I
don't care if she's drunk,
high, or passed out. I will
get laid tonight," passing a
whiteboard reading, T m
busy having sex. Please
stop by later," and listening to some serious jackhammering on Allen
(pops ... non-freshmenY
AT wouldn't send our kids
to Camp Trin.
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Trinity Honored By Commemoration ofWatkinson Library Day
continued from page 1
result of the renovations is that
the Watkinson Library public
space has been reorganized to
maximize a comfortable, functional and practical environment.
Knapp explained that the "out-ofdate and unattractive spaces have
been transformed, thus achieving
a pleasing ambience, and the
'new' Watkinson now measures
up to the Raether Center and the
renovated spaces on the A-Level
adjoining the Watkinson."
Watkinson's new layout
enhances its accessibility, especially to students and faculty, as the
rooms can also be used for classroom instruction. Knapp elaborated on the improvements made
in favor of the students and staff.
The new Enders Ornithology
Room boasts new furniture,
which "provides an attractive
space for presentations in which
materials from the Watkinson's
collections can be readily displayed and easily viewed by classes." Though the Watkinson has
always been open to the public,
Gordon explained, "the new welcoming environment, including
tables with power and data lines
and enhanced lighting has resulted in making resources even more
accessible and pleasant to consult.
The faculty is actively exploiting
these
collections
[in
the
Watkinson] for a variety of courses for the undergraduates."
A main improvement to the
library is the new ceiling and
lighting. Knai

that prior to the renovation the
"air-handling ductwork, electrical
conduit and sprinkler piping cluttered the ceiling, and the lighting
was harsh
and
uneven."
Kaimowitz explained that the
conduit has, "now been hidden
beneath gently curving ceilings,
with new and direct lighting [...]
Thus one of the most unattractive
aspects of the space has been
eliminated." Knapp affirmed that
"the new indirect lighting has
made a tremendous difference for
readers."
The entryway to Watkinson,
previously dubbed "uninspiring"
by Kaimowitz, now displays beautiful glass doors, which, according
to Knapp, "provide attractive
access to an enlarged reception
area featuring an appropriately
sized reference desk and counter."
The walls are also freshly painted
and new carpeting has been
installed.
The J. Hammond Trumbull
Exhibition, a significant feature
of Watkinson, has been relocated.
Knapp recalled that before the
renovation, "visitors had to walk
through the reading room, likely
disturbing readers conducting
research at bulky tables lacking
power and data connections" to
view the exhibition. It is now
located next to the reference desk,
in a spacious and well-lit environment.
The John M. K. Davis
Reading Room has also been
updated. With the addition of
tables featuring power and data

encouraged to work on their laptops. There is comfortable, flexible seating along with a built-in
screen to use for classroom
instruction.
The
Archibald
Conservation Room has been
relocated toward the exhibition
area and has been significantly
enlarged, which provides a more
constructive atmosphere for
working.
Raether Library has also
undergone renovations. Students
will notice a turnstile in the lobby

1

'

• ' . • • • '

of the library, which requires each
student to scan their ID card to
gain admittance. It has been
installed for security reasons. In
the past, it was difficult for
library workers to check every student's ID before they entered and
the turnstile makes the process
more uniform and secure, say
library personnel. Any person not
carrying a Trinity ID card must
register at the front desk to enter
the library.
On Thursday, Sept. 6, the

\

'

Watkinson Library celebrated its
new renovations with a reception
attended by faculty, staff, and
other members of the Trinity
College community. Because of
the importance of Watkinson to
researchers and students, among
others, Chief of Staff to the
Hartford Mayor's Office and
Trinity Alum Matthew Hennessy
presented a plaque commemorating September 6 as Watkinson
Library Day for the city of
Hartford, CT.

•
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trin Caner
The renovated watkinson Library provides Trinity students with better lighting in a space more, conducive to studying.
Coupons cannot be combined with any other offers.
Delivery charges may apply.
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Navigate Campus Dining
By UZZIE BROWN and
AILEEN MCBRIDE
TRIPOD STAFF
1. As of this semester, Chartwells
has [generously?] upped the cost of
a meal from $5.50 to $5.75. Pass
"Go" and collect... 25 cents! Now,
remember kids, don't spend it all
in one place. Oh wait, you sort of
have to. While ye olde combo has
simultaneously inflated in value,
here a few recommendations as to
how to invest your mad money at
one of our fine campus eateries:
5.75 Aquafina brand bottled
waters! 1.1057 Ceasar salads! ...
Upon further investigation, it's
realized that, as a result of
Chartwells5 prices, your extra quarter really doesn't help. You're
always either short of using a full
meal, or cutting into your flex.
2. Say "Goodbye" to Cave Mary
and "Hola" to Cave Maria! For
those who actually live in a
cave and don't already know,
Zona Mexican a is the new
casa de Cave for nachos,
burritos, and everything
South of the Border.
Though the faithful
chicken and cheese
fans may consider boycotting
Chartwells'
most recent endeavor, already satisfied with their Tostitos brand mild
salsa, fear not. Sit back, strap on
your seatbelt, and get ready for an
ethnic explosion of a fiesta of flavors! Definitely order the nachos

overloaded with chedder cheese
(salsa and guacamole on the side,
as requested) or ... if you dare ...
the ground beef While the overall
selection is surprisingly enjoyable,
albeit tame, we maintain that the
rice bowl is seriously suspect.
Though significantly healthier
with the cellulite-infused mozzarella sticks and chicken fingers of
Cave past, it remains imperative
that one invests the time in the
wrap line for a fresh, satisfying
meal (we personally rec-^
ommend either the
Classy Italian
the Buffalo
i

'Chicken).
'Because,
I after all, a
*"h e a 1 t h y
'heart ... means
' that you're alive. A
final warning: the guacamole at Zona Mexicana is the
same that has always been
squeezed from the industrial-sized
plastic bag behind the wrap bar.
Just in case this means anything to

I r

Horoscopes

you ... anything at all ...

AQUARIUS

3. Scenario: It's 8:25 a.m. after a
typical Tuesday at the Tap and you
find yourself unsoberly stumbling
across the Cave patio. In desperate need of a serious caffeine fix
before your Econ seminar, you
encounter the Great Wall of China
of gates. Upon interrogating the
Chartwells staff you are informed
about the Cave's unfortunate new
schedule (sans Breakfast) and the
Bistro's cornucopia of caffeinated
products! You debate sprinting
campus but are terrified
of the prospect of getting
mauled by a skateboarder
on the Lower Long Walk.
At this point, illicit druguse appears to be your
moat viable option for an effective awakening. Your best option
really is to deposit some serious
funds into your Bantam
Bucks account
and
become a loyal customer
of Peter B's, I mean ...
have you seen the size of the cups
provided at "Mather?"

If you're wishing you were still at your summer locale,
you aren't alone. There are many that wish they were
not at school right now. They are called "slackers,"
also known as "failures." Good luck.
Class to Take. Wake-Up-the-Real-World-Sucks 101

4. Though temporary, the change
of "Mather's" locale is still a turn
for the worse. Now being forced to
navigate the -event hall, one must
wait in really ridiculous lines and
also suffer a more than limited
food selection. Never underestimate a broccoli and garlic stir-fry
or a solid turkey sandwich. Oh,'
and complimentary bottled beverages galore!
.:•

PISCES

H
T

January 20 - February 18

February 19 - March 20

You can't imagine anything better than running down
to the Cave and wolfing down mozzarella sticks... but
now that there's Zona Mexicana you can finally eat
healthy! Aren't you oh-so-excited for eating healthy??
Class to Take. Nutrition, Obesity, and You 102

ARIES

March 21 - April 19

For you, this is just another year of'taking care of
vomit-prone friends,, aggressive pick-up lines, and firstclass debauchery. If you could only just refrain from
the cynical behavior maybe you'd have more friends.
Class to Take. Feelings 101
. •

TAURUS

n

April 20-May 20

Please boost your lacking sense of humor. You're the
kid that didn't laugh throughout the entirety of
Superbad Consider a colonic to remove the stick
from your bum.
Class to Take. Deep Thoughts 111 [Prof. Jack Handy]

GEMINI

May 21 - June 21

You have a lot of great things going for you right now
- too bad you're way too busy to notice. Stop working. Stop doing silly things like writing papers and
reading. A tequila shot is much more fun.
Class to Take. Zen Mixology 301

CANCER

June 22 - July 22

Upperclassmen, there's no need to vehemently abhor
the freshmen. Freshmen, there's no need to whisper
"he said, she said" stories from afar. Get off facebook,
the AD bathroom is a choice place to mingle.
Class to Take. Class Integration 135
LEO
July 23-August 22
You are kind of cheap, you cheapskate. You're the
friend that doesn't fork over the $3 for beer at a party,
the friend who under-tips, the friend who never shares.
Share already.
Class to Take. Money & Banking [Prof. T-Pain]

#-

VIRGO

August 23 - September 22

Some days you don't feel like waking up and hauling
ass to class. That's fine. A lot of brilliant people never
completed college. Some never even went to college!
If Paris, Britney, and Lindsay can make it, so can you.
Class to Take. Class? You're going to be a star.

LIBRA

September23-October22

Nothing annoys you more than a declined credit card.
So your spending habits are not ideal. It's alright; what
are friends for if they're not good for a couple hundred bucks each?
Class to Take. Budget Crisis Awareness 101

m

SCORPIO

October 23-November 21

Coming back to school means coming back to ice
cold shots of Pravda and chugging bottles of Jack
properly and how to minimize the drinking:upchuck
ratio.
Class to Take. AA classes don't receive credit

SAGITTARIUS

November 22 - December 21

You unpack your bags, officially move in, and only
just crawled into your Twin XL when you are jerked
back to reality by a team of girls Irish step-dancing on
the floor above. Good luck..
Class to Take. You're transferring

College Students
Get 15% OFF full-price items.
Musi show valid collage ID. Restrictions apply; visit store for details,

CAPRICORN •

West Matt font
Corbins Corner Shopping Parkade
1459A New Britain Ave.

EASTERN MOUNTAIN SPORTS

December 22 -January 19

After a stellar summer you come back to Trinity early
only to find that Hartford has somewhat interfered
with your life: a mugging, a break-in, etc. Not so fun.
Invest in pepper spray or a machete and play it safe.
Class to 'Take. Advanced Tae Kwon Do

September 11,2007
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This Week in Trinity College Histoiy Ashley Bell '08 Tells All
The Trinity Tripod; Vol. MIX No. 1; September IS, 1970
of Summer in
continued from page 13
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Three's a Crowd!
! n .. s f ; o < l e sHof h tC o m P
Runnamuck, freshmen Linda Brownstein, Hallie Lohrer and Jenny War, L« •°, 9 )/ , d i s 5 ° ^ r ! i ' e i« «" Elton Hall triplet, fn an effort to find enough rooms for
its 149? students, the College has added a third person to once spacious doubles.

i

In the September 15, 1970 issue of The Trinity Tripod, we reported on a housing crunch on campus caused by a "9.5 per cent increase in enrollment" from the previous year. Not only were the rooms
overcrowded, as seen in the picture above, but in many cases, according to the Tripod, the rooms had
been left unclean by the College. To facilitate the new coeds on campus, "girls floors" were established
throughout campus, but a major concern about these floors were the "gang showers" women were
forced to use in the dorms. Additionally, students who had been moved into a converted faculty apartment at 90-92 Vernon St. bemoaned that "the rooms had been left a mess" and that "the previous faculty tenants left behind dirty floors, closets filled with trash, and dirty drawers and shelves."

to past students talk about their
current jobs. Note to everyone
mates were in bed by 11 p.m., I who ever finds themselves in a
was up reading management arti- business program: Network like
cles and completing cases. But I it's your job because your career
did become extremely resourceful may depend on it later. By the end
during my late-night study ses- of it, not only had I perfected the
sions. Since I found the common art of a T-account, but I could also
room to be too
tell you how
stressful and disApple got so suc/ quipped, 'Do you
tracting
(what
cessful and what
want me to do a litde
with the fridge
pregnancy
test
and a window),
different
women
dance across the stage?'
one night I decidwill buy. Was I
when a professor told
ed to use what I
ever frustrated?
had and sit on the
me I still wasn't being
There was one
closet floor to do
time where I
enthusiastic enough
my work by canquipped,
"Do
even after putting on
dlelight. I know, I
you want me to
make boy scouts
my circus clown face
do a little dance
look like lost pupand booming announc- across the stage?"
pies.
when a professor
er voice.
told me I still wasBut as the
n't being enthusimonth
progressed, it was easier to work the astic enough even after putting on
overwhelming NYC scene into the my circus clown face and boomworkload, even when it came time ing announcer voice. So that
for our Accounting final. The 60 answers that question. But these
of us soon-to-be-business-sawy stu- programs are great for people who
dents progressed through different might want to do something outfields of study, going through side of their major when they leave
Management, Presentation, Ethics, college. You get a clear view of a
Financial Accounting, Finance different career option, great conBasics, and two sections of tacts, and if you're very lucky, a
Marketing. In the middle of all the walk-in closet. And it sure beats
class time, we would go on glori- the hell out of sitting in a cubicle
fied field trips to different corpo- and researching video game
rations in the city, as well as listen injuries all day.
-*^B

Do It Day 2007

Top 10
Ways to Stay Cool
10. Take advantage of the air-conditioning at
the libs. Its a win-win: drop your body temp
while boosting your GPA.
9. Wear your sunglasses ... at night.
8. Dunkaroos. Your favorite bros have staying
cool down cold.
7. Sign up to write for The Trinity Tripod at
this Wednesday's Activities Fair. Everyone's
doing it.

brin Uaner
Lindsay Mackintosh "10, Sasha Levitt '10, and Tyler Triggs '09 help to improve Trinity's strained town-gown relations.

6. Streak through the sprinklers on the soccer field. Or, grow a pair, and head over to
Jimmy Jones3 lawn.
5. Step 1) Learn to "superman dat ho" a la
Soulia Boy. Step 2) Enter popularity contest.
Step 3) Win.

*

f \

4. Locate the inner klepto! Put your C. K.
Bradley tote to good use by stocking up on
cold-ish beverages in "Matner."
3. .... And get to Sunday Brunch early and
observe bleary-eyed freshmen stumble into
the Washington Room after their first
Saturday nights on Vernon. Instant self-gratification.
2. Flag down Hartford's legendary ice cream
truck. But be careful when you order a SnoCone ...

tnn uaner
An eager group of Do It Day participants generously volunteered at West End Community Center on Saturday.

1. Crescent is the new Vernon. For once, its
cooler to be down south.

The Trinity Tripod
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Potterpalooza: 2007 Sees Culmination of literary Series, Latest Film
By JAMES KUKSTIS
TRIPOD STAFF
July 21 marked the culmination of the
defining literary achievement of our generation. Arguable though that definition
may be, there is no denying the masterful
narrative that is the Harry Potter series.
This summer both the final book in the
series, the seventh, Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows and the fifth movie,
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix,
came out within eight days of each other.
First, the book. So much was made of
the fact that major characters were going to
die, but only one possible death seemed to
really haunt my thoughts: Harry's.
Convinced he would live, I was shocked
when Harry consciously walked towards
his death. In the most heartbreaking scene
in the series, Harry is surrounded by those
he had lost, and walks right into the midst
of the waiting Death Eaters.
What followed was perhaps the most
surprising bit of trickery J.K Rowling
pulled on her readers. Harry Potter did not
die. Well, sort of. Because of an unforeseen
bit of safety, Harry entered a sort of limbo,
where he was able to speak with
Dumbledore, and make his ultimate decision: to reenter the world of the living, or
to simply go on. Obviously, Harry
returned, with a lengthy epic battle scene
following, creating defining moments for
some characters (Neville Longbottom
screaming: "Dumbledore's Army!") and
the ultimate demise of some memorable
characters (Colin Creevey, Fred Weasley,
Professor Lupin, Tonks, and, of course,
Voldemort.)
This book had a completely different
structure than the others in the series,
something which I felt was a great improvement. One of the main critiques of the
other books in the series was that they all

n s.
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www.allmoviephoto.com
Cast members return for Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix, the fifth movie in the popular series.

followed an incredibly similar • structure. Despite the fact that this never happened,
Deathly Hallows, though,
Dumbledore's
presence
was an odyssey to find
was felt throughout the
The worst part of the
and destroy the remaining
book, as more and more
book had to be the
parts of Vbldemort's soul.
•about his life was discovnecessary but painful
This
new
structure
ered. This made the book
matched the emotions of
epilogue, which set the deeper, tougher to swallow,
the characters, as the book
and therefore, more adult.
characters far in the
started to drag as the charThe worst part of the
future, married with
acters became frustrated
book had to be the neceswith their journey. And as
sary but painful epilogue,
children. It seemed to
the characters started to
which set the characters far
counter the overall
move forward and resoluin the future, married with
more serious tone of
tions started to come, so
children. It seemed to
too the book picked up
counter the overall more
the book. It made me
and became more excitwincei as it was incredi- serious tone of the story. It
ing.
made me wince, as it was
bly cheesy and childish. incredibly cheesy and
Apparently, many readers somehow expected
childish. The names that
Dumbledore to come back to life, and the characters gave to their children (i.e.
guide Harry all the way towards the end. Albus Severus Potter) were among the

most ridiculous parts of the book. And
this is a book about magic.
Overall, it was a fitting conclusion to
the entire series, and a beautiful continuation of what has piqued readers interests
since the publication of Harry Potter and
the Sorceror's Stone.
Next, the movie. As an apparent rule,
the Harry Potter film series is an ensemble
of the best young and veteran English
actors, and the additions- to the cast for
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
are no exception. Helena Bonham Carter,
as Bellatrix Lestrange, was frightening and
breathtaking. Imelda Staunton, as
Professor Dolores Umbridge looked exactly as I pictured her while reading the book.
She seemed pure evil, determined to ruin
the lives and ambitions of Dumbledore's
Army. I cannot wait to see her performance in the eventual seventh movie, particularly when the three heroes infiltrate the
Ministry of Magic. Evanna Lynch as Luna
Lovegood was enchantingly bizarre and
impressive in her first film role.
The question of how the filmmakers
change the books to make the movies is
always raised when the movies are discussed, and I calm my thoughts about it in
one way. I like to think that the movies are
not adaptations of the books, but film versions of the stories told in the books. In
that way, the movies are exceptional. Even
thinking about it otherwise, the way writers and directors convincingly shave down
an enormously long story to fit a feature
length film shocks me.
As always, much was cut out. Order ot
the Phoenix was the longest book in the
series, and at 138 minutes, this film was the
shortest so far. Though it felt a little
rushed, it did not feel empty. The special
effects were, as always, spectacular. A
see SUMMER on page 23

One Summer, Four Albums, A Single Goal: Go Big or Go Home
BySARAYOO
TRIPOD STAFF

favorite tagiine of 2002 when "No I in Threesome," on which
Interpol came out of Turn on Paul Banks, who sings "You
the Bright Lights, but with Our make me want to pick up my
This summer saw the release Love to Admire,
guitar/ And celeof so many long-awaited, highly the New Yorkbrate the myriad"
Our Love doesn 't have ways that I love
anticipated albums that it was a C i t y - b a s e d
any songs that quite
daunting task to decide which band's
third
you" on 2004's
ones were worth a spin. Here is effort, it seems reach the brilliance that Antics, now has
a rundown of a few albums that that they have was "Slow Hands" from graduated
to
will stand the test of time and solidified their
convincing
his
Antics, [...] but the boys'
some that • may fade with the own
unique
girlfriend into a
efforts to stick to their
summer.
sound.
menage a trois.
original aesthetic are
"Mammoth"
:
Opening
laudable.
and "Heinrich
Interpol: Our Love to Admire
track "Pioneer to
Maneuver" are
Falls" is beautiboth strangely
fully dark and
melancholy, until it drags on for danceable rock-outs characteris"They sound like Joy six minutes and you are inclined tic of Interpol while "Rest My
Division"
was
everyone's to skip to the next track called Chemistry" and "Wrecking Ball"
are slow and brooding.
The album as a whole is likeable, yet there is nothing
groundbreaking and nothing
particularly loathsome about it.
Our Love doesn't have any
songs that quite reach the brilliance . that was "Slow Hands"
from Antics, but considering
Interpol is now playing huge arenas, has left indie label Matador
(Cat Power, Belle and Sebastian)
and bassist Carlos D is no
longer recognizable as Carlos D
with his shorn locks and unnecessary facial hair growth, the
boys' efforts to stick to their
www.radiosonic.fm
original aesthetic are laudable.
Despite Interpol's move up to Capitol Records, Our Love blends old with new.

www.shotsringout.com
Jack and Meg White reunite for Icky Thump after Jack's stint with the Raconteurs.

White Stripes: Icky Thump

It really hurts me to say this,
but Icky Thump, the Stripes'
follow-up to 2006's Get Behind
me Satan, is sorely disappointing. To be fair, the alburn does
shine at its rare high points but
is rather bland everywhere else.
And if anyone still thinks using
embellishments such as bagpipes
and mariachi bands (as the
Stripes do on Icky Thump) is

"experimental" and "new," it's
been done before, and it's been
done better. The title track "Icky
Thump" is one of those rare
high moments where Jack
White's stylistic brilliance still
manages to show through
(despite Meg's, oh how shall we
say ... "simple" drumming) and
"Conquest," their lively rendition of a Patti Page song, is a
pleasant surprise (okay, so
maybe the mariachi trumpets
aren't so bad on this one). AH
see INTERPOL on page 22
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mately changes it to Nikhil, a complex and beautiful individucomplication that extends to his als in the story, and her transia true pleasure to watch. The level romantic life and his relation- tion to life in America is
of
discussion
particularly ship with his parpoignant and
impressed me: the interview ents.
uplifting. Dean
Lahiri is very skilled at
between Masur and Lahiri was
The Namesake
creating different charac- of Faculty Rena
brisk while thorough, and never is carefully crafted:
Fraden,
in
ters, and each one has
once did the conversation lag. Six Lahiri, in focusing
introducing
students were invited to ask Lahiri on the complexi- his or her own footprint Lahiri to the
questions submitted in advance, ties of names and
audience, said,
throughout the novel.
and they focused mainly on her identities, subtly
"Words bind,
thoughts on the writing process relies mainly on
but they also
and her personal experiences.
pronouns, and each instance she release." For Trinity College,
The Namesake might be famil- uses "Gogol" or "Nikhil" carries which is committed to making
iar to others only as the recent a significant relevance. Lahiri is classes 'writing intensive,' the
film directed by Mira Nair (Vanity very skilled at creating different statement could not be more
Hopefully,
Fair, Monsoon Wedding) and star- characters, and each one has his appropriate.
ring Kal Penn (of Harold and or her own footprint throughout President Jones will stand by his
Kumar Go to White Castle fame). the novel. Ashima, Gogol's determination, and Trinity will
The film was undoubtedly one of mother and an immigrant in play host to many more author
the better pictures released in America, is one of the most discussions in the future.
2006, but it cannot come close to
imitating Lahiri's lyrical prose,
which cannot be captured on film.
Unlike many other authors, who
refuse to be. part of the filming
process, Lahiri relished the opportunity, and looked forward to seeing Nair's creative vision come
alive.
The novel centers on Gogol
Ganguli, the first generation son of
Bengali immigrants, who struggles
with his culture and his place in
American life. The true conflict in
the novel, however^ results from
his atypical, non-American name:
Gogol. Named by his father after
the famous Russian author, Gogol
has such a complicated relationwww.trincoll.edu
ship with his name that he ulti- Professor Louis Masur interviews Pulitzer Prize-winning author Jhumpa Lahiri (left)'.

Jocelyn Foye + JefFFoye
Fine Arts Exhibition
Opening Reception and conversation with the artists Tuesday,
September 18, 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center
Free and open to the public.
September 18 - October 27
For the Love of the Game, Race and Sport in America
Glenn Iigon, Howardena Pindell, and Gary Simmons are
among approximately 25 artists represented in this exhibition
who have addressed sport as medium and metaphor. Multimedia and contemporary work will be interspersed with early
images of African Americans in sport, such as horse racing
jockeys, and baseball players. The joy of athletic endeavors
and their mass appeal as spectacle will be acknowledged, as
will the innate dramas of race, class, identity, and politics.
Presented by The Arnistad Center for Art & Culture
Wadsworth Atheneum
Now - October 21
www.wadsworthatheneum.org

Webster Theatre: Upcoming Shows
Edguy, Into Eternity, Light This City,
Echoes of Eternity
September 11
6 p.m. Doors
Lillian Axe, DOA2k
September 12
6 p.m. Doors
Sinister Urge - A Tribute To Rob Zombie
Sanitary Refuse, Safe From the Storm, El Vee, Shuya,
Sincerely Broken
September 14
6 p.m. Doors
www.webstertheatre.com
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A Cappella Groups Start Off the Year With a Lively Showcase
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gave an energetic performance on Friday
evening to recruit new
members during the
Freshman Auditions
Concert.

Cinestudio
Paris, Je Taime

Talk To Me

Paprika

If only director Francois Truffaut was alive to
see this charming and bittersweet homage to
romance, cinema and the city he loved, made
by 18 international filmmakers! Here's just a
sample of the eight minute films, each set in a
different neighborhood: an immigrant woman
(Catalina Sandino Moreno) leaves her own
child in a housing project to work as a nanny
in the snooty 16th arrondissement, two
Americans (Gena Rowlands and Ben Gazzara)
dissect the end of their marriage in a little cafe
in the Latin Quarter; two teenagers, one Arab
and one French, fall under the enchantment of
first love. And don't miss Joel and Ethan
Coen's contribution, with Steve Buscemi as a
clueless American tourist, who - without uttering a word - gets himself into trouble on the
Metro.

Don Cheadle may just pick up that Academy
Award he missed for his role in Hotel Rwanda in
an explosive performance as "Petey" Greene, the
legendary DJ who saw the African American community in Washington D.C. through both the
great music and the political upheaval of the 1960s
and 70s. Decked out in a velvet suit and a righteous Afro, Cheadle radiates outrageous flash as an
ex-con who inspired heartburn in his more straight
and ambitious boss at WOR (another great performance by Chiwetel Ejiofor, most recently seen

Let's face it - Japan is still light years ahead of
the rest of the world when it comes to making
imaginative and cutting edge comic books,
video games, and animated movies that appeal
to grownups. Take Satoshi Ron's new R-rated
anime, with a plot that Alfred Hitchcock could
love: a mousy-psychiatrist-by-day treats her
patients by entering their dreams as a sexy and
• powerful avatar named Paprika. When the
dream-entering machine is stolen, Paprika looks
for clues by entering the absurd, funny, and
sometimes terrifying nightmares- of the people
in her clinic. "My advice? Enter your own
dream state, and surrender your brain." - Paige
Wiser, Chicago Sun Times.

Sept. 11: 7:3,0 p.m.

in Children of Men). The third film by
actress/director Kasi Lemmons is not just any
entertaining biopic with star performances - it's
that rare specimen of movie that keeps the turbulent friendship of two black men at the center of
its emotional journey.
Sept. 12-14: 7:30 p.m.
Sept. 15: 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Sept. 16: 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Sept. 17-18: 7:30 p.m.

Follow-up Albums: Will Stars Rock Out Vegas-Style At VMAs
They Sync or Swim?
By PRIYANKA JOTWANI
TRIPOD STAFF

from page
naze 19
19
continued from

Mondav"
Monday" better than Rit
Rihanna
ever has. It is unfortunate that
the controversy over how much
(male) producers, such as Switch
and Diplo, actually contributed
to the creative direction and
production of M.I.A.'s music
seems to undermine the merits
of Kaia.

From a failed comeback to a
crazy location, the MTV Video
Music Awards rocked out
other tracks, however, are either
Sunday night.
bland and fall flat on their faces
or are weird merely for the sake
Oops, she tried to make a
of being weird. By the- end, you
comeback again! Yes, Britney
will be so sick of Meg White's
Spears came back in the spotattempts to annihilate her bass
light this weekend at MTV's
drum by pounding it to death
Video Music Awards in Las
with the same rudimentary nonVegas, and that wasn't the only
rhythm that you won't really
highlight of the night. The talk
. remember much of what hapof the night was whether Britney
pened.
could finally get her career back
on track. We all got our answer
Spoon: Ga Ga Ga Ga Ga
Sunday
night, and unfortunately
Spoon's follow-up to 2005's
Gimme Fiction stays true to the for this writer, it was a crash and
band's propensity for experimenta- burn performance.
tion. The sound is still minimalist
Spears' performance was
M.LA,: Rak
M.I.A.
(nee
Mathangi Spoon, but the band veers away over-hyped and under-produced,
Arulpragasam) may have made a from their usual moodiness while leading to a catastrophic outat the same time come in the form of one. of her
bad
situation
leaving behind worst performances to date.
worse with her
It is unfortunate that
the overt pop- Minus the somewhat decent
new move to
accessibility that dance song ("Gimme More"
Brooklyn's expothe controversy over
was seen in their from her upcoming album set to
nentially gentrifyhow much (male) pro- past
albums. release in November); it was just
ing .
Bed-Stuy
ducers such as Switch
While
Gimme a very blah performance from
neighborhood,
Fiction
and
its the outfit, to the awful lip-syncand yeSj she does
and Diplo actually conpredecessor Kill ing, to the lack of excitement.
dress like a bad
tributed to the creative the Moonlight The only positive thing I can say
victim of the
direction and producgave us infec- about the act was that you've
deplorable
NuRave scene, but it
tion ofM.I.A.'s music tiously catchy got to give Britney props for
tracks such as having the courage to wear an
is awfully hard to
seems to undermine
"Way We Get outfit that clearly did not befit
hate her when she
the merits a/Kala.
By" and "Turn her current body.
is
the
voice
Your
Camera
behind
2005's
Moving on from the lacklusArukr, and more recently, Kala., On," Ga doesn't have anything ter opening of the awards show,
her sophomore album named that sounds like an obvious single there was yet another boring
after her mother. This time — instead, all the tracks on the 36- aspect to be. dealt with: Sarah
around, the Sri-Lankan born minute long album, are standout Suvejman. Attack celebrities as
artist has enlisted the help of tal- songs. The album begins with much as you want, even though
ents such as Timbaland, among "Don't Make Me a Target," which you deserve to be the most
others, and made Kala a formi- is good but not particularly atten- made fun of Ms. Silverman, but
dable follow-up album. On iCaia, tion-grabbing. However, the fol- their kids? Really, what was the
we hear a wider range of vocals, lowing track, "The Ghost of You need to attack Britney's kids? It
from the sultry murmuring in Lingers" does the job with urgent was not that funny and it was
"XR2" to the girly trills in piano-pounding. The album reach- just completely
distasteful.
Bollywood-inspired
"Jimmy." es high notes with the thumping Silverman, in my opinion, needs
Rhythmically, "Boyz" is brilliant "Eddie's Ragga" and "Don't You to get a better sense of humor, a
— and then there is "Bird Flu," Evah." "You Got Yr. Cherry better personality, and a differa dizzying mash-up of ever- Bomb" is the obligatory "pop" ent job. Luckily, from that
changing drum beats. Her some- track reminiscent of previous point on, the night got much
what ambiguous personal poli- Spoon albums and closing track better.
tics are still sprinkled through- "Black like Me" ties everything
The entire concept of the
out her music, as seen in together beautifully. Considering VMAs this year made everyone
"20Dollar" (the cost of an AK- Ga is spoon's sixth album, it is a jealous of anyone who was there.
47 in Africa), in which she sam- relief to see that they have yet to The show took over the entire
ples
New
Order's
"Blue slip into a rut of mediocrity.
Palms casino, but MTV may just
as well have taken over Las
Vegas. Definitely the sickest
party of the year. A performance was occurring somewhere
in the hotel nearly every minute
and each one was better than
the next.
Chris Brown's performance
was what really felt like the
opener for the show. The young
star made the audience truly feel
that they were at the VMAs with
amazing choreography and production. As said on MTV.com,
"Stepping out of a giant coinoperated machine, Brown did
some slapstick dancing, hopscotching between disco-iightflashing platforms on the main
floor of the Pearl." To make an
already amazing performance
electrifying, Rihanna made a surprise appearance and joined
Brown to perform what was
declared the Monster Hit of the
Year, "Umbrella." Then, topping it all off, Brown broke it
shamelesscomplacency.wordpress.com down with a great dance
M.LA. combined many global influences in putting together her latest album, Kala. sequence showing off just how

www.mtv.com
Chris Brown and Rihanna strut their stuff at the VMA's last Sunday night.

talented he really is. In fac"t, he
was so good that the biggest
artist of the night, Justin
Timberlake, declared in awe of
the dance, "Damn he makes me
feel old!"
As the awards continued, it
became quite clear that the
night was going to belong to
Timberlake. Many artists reinvented music this year but JT
clearly took everything to a
whole new level and was appropriately crowned Male Artist of
the Year. Following this was
another fitting award winner.
Fergie won Female Artist of the
Year, and I cannot think of anyone else who deserved it more.
She made it quite clear that with
or without the Black Eyed Peas,
she was here to stay and made
quite the stamp on the music
industry this past year.
The show then hit a bit of a
lull until yet another amazing
performer took the stage.
Linkin Park performed in the
club Rain in the Palms Hotel,
and what followed was possibly
one of their best performances
ever. Their trademark non-stop
energy lit up the stage and made
the fact that they were performing a brand new single irrelevant. It was a high-powered performance by a highly skilled
group, and without a doubt
one of the highlight acts of the
2007 Video Music Awards.
Alicia Keys showed off hei
masterful vocals with a debut oi
her new single "No One," ami
displayed a true artistry witi.
amazing vocal and musical skills
instead of the typical heavil.
produced performances.
1>
take a break from the multitude of performances that
filled this crazy night, Gym ,
Class Heroes were crowned
as the Best New Artist.'
"Cupid's
Chokehold"
was definitely one of the
year's anthems, so kudos
to the group. After this,
Rihanna was given the £ J>
honor of having the Best<J|fv*»
Video of the Year, which %if|
is obviously the biggest * m
award of the night. The %
hot, young artist swept the
awards and was Timberlake's
female counterpart as the
hottest star •• of the night
Rihanna and JT made their presence known on Sunday niglu
not just by winning awards lett
and right, but by making van-

ous guest performances all over
the Palms.
Other highlights of the night
included the rise of Fall Out
Boy's status after winning the
Best Group award and having
their proteges Gym Class Heroes
grab the Best New Artist award.
They also were in almost every
performance from playing background for Rihanna to a heavy
performance of their own single
"Thnks for the Mmrs." A nonmusically related highlight of
the night was an off-stage brawl
between Tommy Lee and Kid
Rock. The two apparently got
into an abrupt fistfight over former flame Pamela Anderson,
that prompted many jokes from
the likes of Diddy and Jamil
Foxx who yelled at the pair to
"stop t h e white-on-white viol e n c e . " , ; •• : :• • •••. . •

Of all the performances, the
conclusion definitely did it for
me, not because of the actual
performance but because of the
sheer talent that hit the stage in
the form of the trio of the year:
Justin
Timberlake,
Nelly
Furtado, and the maestro himself, Timbaland. Furtado began
a sultry performance of "Do It"
which
transitioned
into
Timbaland's club track "The
Way I Are." Completing the
performance, JT joined in with
some "Love Stoned" action and
the three ended the
\
ih M
bur
<Me

mtv.com

Britney's "comeback performance:" sometimes a picture is worth a thousand words.
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Summer of Potter: Was There Substance Behind All the Hype?
continued from page 19

actors. Daniel Radcliffe, as always,
made me cringe, and Rupert
complaint I never understand is Grint and Emma Watson played
that since the second movie, their roles so obviously that I was
there has been no significant shocked at the countless good
Quidditch scene. I welcome this reviews they got.
change, as the scenes of this wizDespite these few faults, I left
arding sport in the first two the theater satisfied, and having
movies were fake looking and thoroughly enjoyed myself. After
unentertaining. Some things are the disappointment that was the
better left to the imagination.
first two movies, the following
The one complaint I had was Films have continually gotten betthat the prophecy concept was ter.
explained very poorly. Anyone
My only question now, as a
who had not read the book Harry Potter follower, is whether
would not understand the impor- mania is going to continue now
tance of the little ball of glass. that the final book has been pubBeyond this, the movie was, I lished. I cannot see why it would
thought, nearly flawless, with the not, considering the mass popuexception of the continually larity it has gained, but only time
forced performances of the will tell.

translated to over t)D languages
amount J.K. Rowling has made
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too much to count
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10 years sincefhe first book came out
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www.mugglenet.com
taunton gives a spot-on performance as deceptively evil Dolores Umbridge.

www.msnbc.com
A decade has passed since the first Harry Potter book, and Rowling has converted millions of children into avid readers.
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The Trinity Tripod puts out on Tuesdays and now you can too! Purchase official Tripod apparel at www.cafepress.com/trinitytripod.
These reasonably priced items feature our distinctive title and many
feature the catchphrase "We Put Out O n Tuesdays" - so everyone will
know that you read the Tripod.
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Confidential Counseling

SAItT

Assault Mesponse Team) Human Might®

ss

Voicess liaised in Power"

Fun!

Movie Might!

Safe Zone Program

(Promoting Healthj Awareness of the Hody)
Referrals/Resources

Progressive Politics

Feminists United!
Omega Eta!

SATF (Sexual Assault Task Force).

Cozy Lounge — space for stwdy", fun, class or meetings ©
Trinity College Riack Women's Organization (TCRWI})
Cool programs!

Reading Group

Music Performers

Empowerment & Social Change! WCrRAC Mevrsletter
"Coming-Out" Metwork

Lunch Series Speakers

Rig §»ister/Little §»ister Progran%
M

Take Rack the Might!"

Leadership HeTelopment

Feminist §cholarship Review

Vagina Monolgues!
Gender-Focused Lihrary
Staff &• V©l*uai«€s- s

Director: Laura Loclcwood
Director's Assistant: Qndy Dolores'08
Violence Prevention Coordinator: Beclgf Loeb, '10
PHAB Coordinator: Tara E mi cane, '08
Newsletter & FSREditors: Beth Gromisch '09 &

MelisSunay, '10
MAC Laison: Silvia Tjioe,x09

• 1

"Coming-Oat" Network
David Calder
Julie Wilkinson
Isis In zany
Peer €onnsel»rs
Monica Sundri
Kellie Cope land
Tanya Bulloch

Bui, Azevedo Hold Free Soccer Women's Lacrosse Team, Coach
Clinic, Film Screenings at Trinity jHonored for 2007 Achievements
continued from page 28

We plan to put the needs and desires of
the youth and community first in all
fall.
matters, foremost, scheduling, and activiIn addition, the field will be called ties."
Freedom Field and dedicated to Valentine
According to Muhammed—and the
Todorov Valkov, a Trinity student, avid children from the camp—they certainly
soccer fan, and player who passed away in succeeded. "This is one example of the
2005.
difference college students can make in
They ended their proposal for the the lives of Hartford kids with an idea
grant with the words, "Beyond all this, and the passion to see it through," said
the program is not to be restricted and Muhammed.
limited to pre-planned activities. The proFor more information on the clinic,
gram, like sport, is to be organic and free. visit www.footballisfreedom.com.

By STEPHANIE APSTEIN
TRIPOD STAFF
Seven Bantams were rewarded this offseason for their role in the Trinity College
Women's Lacrosse team's unprecedented
run at a national title last season.
Interim Head Coach Kate Livesay, who
will coach again in 2008, was chosen as the
2007 NESCAC Coach of the Year. She glided a team that had not made the playoffs
since 2003 to an llth-place national ranking
after their College record-tying 12-5 season.
Michelle Smith '08 was selected as the
2007 Intercollegiate Women's Lacrosse
Coaches Association (IWLCA) C. Markland
Kelly Goalie of the Year National Division
III Goalie of the Year, the Eastern College
Athletic Conference (ECAC) Division III
New England Goaltender of the Year, and
I the ECAC Division III All-New England
j First Team. Smith collected a NESCAC-leading save percentage of .575 and finished second in total saves with 12.15 per game. Her
total of 215 saves is a n e w Trinity record.
C.J. Yanofsky '08, tied for the team lead
in scoring with 38 goals, was selected to the
2007 All-New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) First Team,
the Intercollegiate Women's Lacrosse

1
Erin Caner
Kate Livesay was 2007 NESCAC Coach of the Year.

Coaches Association (IWLCA)/US Lacrosse
Division III All-Berkshire Regional First
Team, the womenslacrosse.com Division III
Ail-American Second Team, and the
IWLCA/US Lacrosse All-American Team.
Last year's co-captain Lauren Malinowski
'07 and Caroline Boiardi '08 were chosen for
the IWLGA All-Regional First Team and cocaptain Gabriele Geier '07 and Sarah Remes
'10 made the IWLCA/US Lacrosse AllRegional Second Team and the wornenslacrosse.com National All-Rookie Team.

New Coaches, Familiar Faces
Added to Athletic Department
y '
www.footballisfreedom.com
Hartford students practice their skills at a summer clinic run by two Trinity seniors and soccer fanatics.

Key Matchups
This Week
September 14, 200710:40 p.m.
Arizona Diamondbacks at Los Angeles Dodgers
You thought we were going to say Red Sox-Yankees, right? That
game probably appeals to the majority of Trinity's population, but
realistically, with 5.5 games (as of press time) separating the two, this
series is not going to change much. Diamondbacks-Dodgers, on the
other hand, has greater playoff implications. The leader and secondplace team, respectively, in the NL Wild Card race, will battle it out
in a three-game set that starts this Friday. Chances are, you'll see one
of these teams in October. Of course, if that Red Sox division lead
decreases before Friday, feel free to tune your TVs to channel 28
(NESN) or 32 (YES).

September 15, 200712 p.m.
Men's Soccer vs. Wesleyan
The Wesleyan University Cardinals, winners of the NESCAC
Tournament in 2005, return to the field hungry for their third consecutive NCAA Tournament bid. They beat Trinity 2-1 in last season's
only meeting between the two teams, but the Bantams will be playing to prove that last year's difficult season was a fluke.
September 17, 2007 8 p.m.

San Diego Chargers at New England Patriots
This is easily the most important NFL game of the week. This rematch
of last year's AFC Division Championships-and possible playoff preview for this year as well—has huge implications for January. Newly
acquired wide receiver Randy Moss will be looking to repeat this
week's dominant performance for the Patriots, but a Chargers
defense that allowed just 202 yards of total offense this week will
pose a challenge.

most prestigious alumni, All-American
defensive lineman and wrestler Mike
Blair, as a new Assistant Football Coach.
With,tEe inception of the 2007-2008 Blair graduated from Trinity in 2006 after
school year, the Trinity College athletic amassing a college record 37 tackles for
staff has a number of new faces residihg loss and 23.5 sacks in four years. He
in Ferris, ranging from head coaches to : earned NESCAC Player of the Year honors and first team Division III Allnew trainers.
Stephen Mafcein is taking over the American honors, He is also the only
post of head wrestling coach after serving New England wrestler ever to be named
as an assistant at Trinity this past season. to the All-American team all four years of
He
graduated
from
Central his collegiate career.
Connecticut State University in 1999
Last year he was at rival Williams
with a bachelor's degree in Psychology College instructing the defensive line and
while participating on the college's varsi- acting as an. assistant wrestling coach.
ty wrestling team.
Blair returns to Trinity to take part in the
After obtaining a master's degree in Economics graduate program and reincounseling from CCSU in 2001, he pro- state Trinity as the premier NESCAC
ceeded to take the job of head wrestling football team, saying, "My goal is to
coach at Francis T. Maloney High School help continue Trinity Football's outtradition
and bring the
in Meriden, Conn. While there, he standing
became a certified gold level coach by NESCAC championship back to Trinity."
USA wrestling, and he currently serves as
Trinity begins this year with an entirea Connecticut National Team coach and ly new training staff, starting with Justin
the coaches' director for USA Wrestling LeDuc of New Orleans. He will act as the
Connecticut.
head athletic trainer for the upcoming
His impressive resume attracted year after spending the last four years as
Trinity's attention and in 2006 he left an assistant trainer and the associate head
high school athletics and joined the trainer at Division I Tulane University,
Trinity staff. Last year-, the Bantam He is a 1995 graduate of Springfield
Wrestling team finished with a 1-24-1 College, where he earned a bachelor's
record in dual matches, but Athletic degree in science, health, and fitness.
Director Rick Hazelton believes the team Adam Pallone will work under LeDuc as
is headed- in a positive direction and an athletic trainer. He returns to Trinity,
Makein is the right person to lead them. where he interned in 2004, after earning
The football team adds one of its a master's degree in exercise science from
Syracuse University. Like Makein, he also
calls Central Connecticut his alma mater.
He graduated in 2004 with a degree in
athletic training. Joining Pallone as a fellow trainer is Charity Shrovnal, who just
recently completed her master's degree in
kinesiology at the University of
Massachusetts. She also has a 2005 bachelor's degree in athletic training from
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse.
Although the majority of this staff is
unfamiliar with Bantam athletics, both
the coaches and athletes are confident
Erin Caher
Mike Blair '06 returns to help coach Trinity football. that they will be in capable hands.
ByMATTFUENTES

TRIPOD STAFF
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Shish Kebab House of Afghanistan* 36 LaSalle Avenue, West Hartford., 10%
Carbone's Risforante, 588 Franklin Ave., 10% ffood only, UP to 2 people}
City Steam Brewery Company, 942 Main St., 20% ffood only, UP to 6 people)
Carol Autorino Center of the Arts, 1678 Asylum Avenue, West Hartford, discounted rate on tickets
Costa Del Sol, 901 WethersfieW Ave., 10%
Wadsworf h Atheneum, Free admission to the permanent collection
Black-Eyed Sally's, 350 Asylum Street 5% f Food onlyJ
Chale Ipanema, 342 Franklin Avenue, 10%
Lena's First and Last 2053 Park Avenue, 10%
Greater Hartford Arts Council, 50% off the Let's GO card, go to: www.connectthedofs.org
King and I Thai, 1901 Park Street 5%
Hillside Pizza, 446 New Britain Ave., 10%
Sidewalk Cafe, 236 South S t , 5% ffood onlyJ
Whfere i/Qii sfee this stidfcer
the business offers a Ms-i
Cafe's Bistro, 391 Main Street 5% discount
count to Trinity College
Tan Lines, 60 South Street W, Hartford, 10%
Students, Faculty arid Staff;
Just show your 10 arid save
Cappuccino's + More, 42? Main Street 10%
money!
Rosco's Big Dog, Temple Street fdowntown Hartford J, 5%
Goldberg's New York Bagel Deli, 1131 New Britain Avenue, W. Hartford, 10%
UPS Store, 1028 Boulevard, W. Hartford, 10% fin-store only J
Salon Zoe, 1540B Pleasant Valley Rd., Manchester, 10%
Ben & Jerry's West Hartford, 5 1 / 2 South Main Street 10%
Trinity Restaurant 243 Zion Avenue, 5%

Manicure Island, 2461 Berlin Turnpike, 10%
The Office of Campus Life is looking to add new businesses to the discount program ad inftnitwn. if you want us
to contact a business you visit we can be reached via e-mail at Campus.Life@trincolI.edu or at extension 2171.
The Bantam ID Programs website can be found at;
http://www.trincoll.edu/StudentUfe/camPuslife/bantam/programs.htm
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M. Soccer Loses Heartbreaker in OT Weedon, Lynch Headline
Influx of Freshman Talent
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN

TRIPOD STAFF

Although they opened the
2007 season the same way they
opened the 2006 season—with an
away loss against the Amherst
College Lord Jeffs in overtime—the
Trinity College Men's Soccer team
is confident that the work the
players have put in during the offseason will produce different
results from last year's final record
of 2-10-1 overall and 1-8-0 in
NESCAC play.
"Our off-season has been filled
with consistent hard work and dedication from the entire team, and
the result is a fitter, more disciplined, and much-improved team
from the one we put on the field
the last few years," said senior tricaptain
goalkeeper
Spencer
Durland, who made four saves and
did not allow a goal in his 45 minutes of play.
Junior goalkeeper Zac Trudeau,
who also made four saves while
allowing two goals in 48:37, agreed.
"The team's fitter than we've ever
been and most importantly the
team's mentality has changed to a
winning attitude," he said.
The Bantams have a chance to
prove that last season was just a
fluke, but they fell just short of
making that statement in their first
game of the season.
Despite strong defense on the
part of the Bantams, who did not
^ o w the first goal until 68:50 into
the game, the Lord Jeffs, ranked

number two in New England and
number 14 in the country, prevailed 2-1 on a volley over the head
of Trudeau.
Amherst opened the scoring
with a low shot just to Trudeau's
right. Trinity responded 5:16 later
when sophomore back John
Graves scored the first goal of his
collegiate career on a header fed to
him by sophomore midfielder
Chris Doran.
Sophomore forward Adam
Lanza almost pulled out the win
for the Bantams with under a
minute left to play, but his shot
was deflected at close range.
Trudeau's impressive but controversial save preserved the game
for Trinity early in the second half
as he caught the ball and was

bumped backward into the goal.
Fortunately for the Bantams, the
referees ruled that he had made
the save before falling backward.
The effort was for naught,
though, as Amherst came back
with the game-winner 3:37 into
overtime.
The team, while disappointed
in the outcome of the game, is not j
discouraged. "The loss, especially
in overtime, is a heart-breaker, but
we intend to get back to work this
next week, fix our mistakes, and j
get our first win of the season at
home against Wesleyan next
Saturday," said Durland.
The Bantams will face off
against their rivals from the south .
at Campus Field at 12 p.m. this
Saturday.
.,'

www.trincoll.edu/athletics
Senior tri-captain Jon Hayes made two shots against Amherst in a losing effort.

continued from page 28
forward. Against Widener, we
got the ball in behind them. I
wouldn't say it was one-versusone against the goalie, but it was
close."
Trinity nearly doubled its
number of shots compared to its
first game, as the team finished
with 12, led by senior forward
Rachel Talentino, who finished
with four shots on goal.
Junior forward Delia DeBlois
tied the game with an unassisted
goal in the 35th minute to help
her team finish the game tied
after double overtime.
"Delia is a spark off the
bench," said Smith. "She provides "us with an attacking mentality, and she's always looking
to go forward."
Widener had led in the game
since scoring first in the 21st
minute.
Lynch recorded five
saves for the Bantams in the
first game of her career.
As the team prepares for its
next game at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday away against the
Manhattanville College Valiants,
Smith stated that there are several areas of emphasis on which
the team will continue to work.
"From a defensive standpoint, we'll be addressing our
overall defensive shape and
make sure we're not allowing an

opponent to make penetrating
passes," he said.
"From the
attacking side, it's making sure
we're on the same page.
"Our goal is 'Seven in '07,'"
Smith continued. "We want to
be part of the seven teams that
make the NESCAC tournament.
It's going to be a challenge, but
I think we're capable of doing

Edwin C. Pratt
Devin Nwanagu '09 made two shots.

Trinity Volleyball Splits Opening
Weekend in Tournament in Pa.
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN

TRIPOD STAFF

Get 2 free hours of
LSAT private tutoring
in September.
Get complete prep for the LSAT plus two free
hours of one-on-one tutoring to enhance your
prep and maximize your score improvement
Enroll by September 30th (a $250 value!)1

Upcoming Trinity Class Start
LSWH7031 - September 15th - (December 2007 LSAT)

Class to be held on campus!!
l-800-KAP-TEST 1 kaptest.com/lsat
F , R t i M r M B u a t e ™ i i ^ N o « e m » M , ? y
rairaptftelo LSAT 15-, 25- « 33-IIDUT R M S TIIBISSJ Program Ctesram Qmetml ftmrtn M M Cams "
arid restrictions app» for compUa gtsrantw efsgBit?raquterans,vtSta|itesUoi*ss.Tin Hijter Score Gunrtee fpptn o*/
B ttymaumMm
aim MJnpMxIwWn ite Unlsd States, Puerto Rto. Can*, Kerns, m UnM » * ! » , «sd Francs.

er LSAT score
guaranteed or
your money back;-

The Trinity College Volleyball team
opened their season with a 2-2 split of the
Battlefield Volleyball Classic held at
Gettysburg College in Gettysburg, Penn.
this weekend.
The Bantams' opened the tournament
on Saturday with a tough 3-1 loss at the
hands of the University of Scranton Royals,
going 26-30, 30-24,25-30, and 26-30, despite
strong play by junior middle hitter Nicole
Cahill, who recorded 12 kills, and sophomore outside hitter Molly Ullman, whose
impressive rookie season included 197 kills
for a .206 kill percentage, contributed 11
kills.
Trinity regrouped to dominate the
Washington College Shoremen in games
one and four of their 3-1 win, going 30-16,
31-29, 29-3i, and 30-17. The team combined
for eight blocks.
Senior co-captain libero Katie Lenz, who
set a Trinity record last year with 511 digs,
recorded 24 against Scranton and 27 against
Washington College.
Senior co-captain outside hitter Lindsay
Eichler, who returns for a fourth year as a
starter with 481 kills in her first three seasons, praised the depth of the team and the
contributions ,of each member, saying, "I
think we're all really pumped about this season. Everybody really stepped up this weekend. It was definitely a team effort."
Ullman continued to contribute against
the Frostburg State University Bobcats on
Sunday afternoon, notching another 15 kills
to help defeat Head Coach Jen Bowman's
former team.
Cahill matched Ullman's kill total and
added two blocks in the 30-26, 26-30, 30-19,

20-30, 15-11 win for an overall score of 3-2.
Senior setter Emily Moore contributed 41
assists and Lenz added another 36 digs.
Cahill was back with seven more kills
against the Virginia Wesleyan College
Marlins in what was ultimately a losing
effort as the Bantams fell by a score of 3-0,
going 23-30, 23-30, 20-30 on the afternoon.
Eichler offered her enthusiasm for what
the rest of the season will bring. "This is our
year to do really big things. We have the talent, we have a lot of returners who have the
desire, and I think we're going to go really
far."
Up next for the Bantams on that road
will be a weekend set in Maine, when they
face the Colby College White Mules.at 6
p.m. on Friday, and the Bowdoin College
Polar Bears and Bates College Bobcats at
11 a.m. and 4 p.m., respectively, on
Saturday.

www.trincoll.edu/athietics
Senior Katie Lenz recorded 51 digs on Saturday.
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Bantam Soccer Opens 2007 Season with Loss, Tie Field Hockey
Falls Against
RivaLAmherst
ByJAYACUNZO
TRIPOD STAFF

The Trinity College Women's Soccer
team opened their season on the road
with two weekend games. Following a 30 loss at Rowan University, the team
managed to tie Widener College, 1-1, on
Sunday.
The Bantams entered their season
with a new starting goalkeeper after last
year's goalie did not return to the team.
Freshman Emily Weedon will be the starting goalie for Head Coach Michael
Smith, while classmate Rachel Lynch saw
action against Widener.
"We lose some of our leadership and
the experience of our old goalkeeper,"
said Smith, "but our freshmen goalkeepers bring a little more experience and
more ability — they're very good. Tara
had leadership and ability, and we'll miss
that."
. Against Rowan, in her first varsity regular season game, Weedon saved two
shots and surrendered three in the
shutout loss. The Bantams finished the
game with seven shots on goal to
Rowan's 10. Freshman midfielder Maika
Scifo led the team with two shots on
goal.
The Rowan University Profs improved
to 3-1 on the year in defeating Trinity in
the Bantams' season opener.

Team Looking to Repeat
Last Season's Success in
Upcoming Games
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN
TRIPOD STAFF
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Senior forward Rachel Talentino's shot was deflected in the Bantams' loss to Widener on Saturday.

"We're not playing with much of an
attacking mentality," said Smith. "We
seem very comfortable going east to west,
sideline to sideline. We're trying to get
our midfielders, who are all freshmen
[Morgan Sackman, Alexa Notte, and
Scifo] when they receive the ball to have
their first look to find our forwards."
Smith stated that the team improved

its attack against Widener, despite the
final score of 1-1.
"We could hot get behind the Rowan
defense," he said. "I don't think it was
because they had a great defense; it was
the organization of our attack and the
ability of our midfielders looking to go
see WEEDON on page 27

Trin Hosts Summer Soccer Clinic forLocal Kids
By STEPHANIE APSTEIN
TRIPOD STAFF
While many Trinity students were
relaxing on the beach or earning money
to pay for textbooks, two of our own
remained here in Hartford, using their
A.Y. Davis grant money to make summer
a little more furl for 60 children from the
Hartford Boys & Girls Club Southwest as
well as the Trinity chapter.
: Senior sociology major Alfonso Bui
and senior history major Jason Azevedo,
both self-described "futbol fanaticos,"
according to Bui, ran a free seven-week
soccer clinic for children ages eight
through 13 on Trinity's Jessee-Miller
Field as a part of their "Football is
Freedom" project.
• : Although neither plays for Trinity,
they both played in high school and on

club teams and remain very dedicated to
the sport and grateful for the happiness
it has brought them. They decided to
share that same enjoyment with Hartford
children who would not otherwise have
had a place to play.
"Alfonso and Jason were able to
expose our kids to a sport that they may
not have been exposed to. Through our
Triple Play program we aim to help kids
remain active with an emphasis on nontraditional sports. Their efforts to teach
the kids soccer has broadened their horizons, given them an opportunity to exercise, and provided them with an enjoyable experience," said Tauheedah
Muhammed, Unit Director of the Trinity
chapter of the Boys & Girls Club.
Bui and Azevedo's. project involved
four parts: the free clinic, the construction of an urban "futsal" field (a smaller

www.footballisfreedom.com
Seniors Alfonio Bin and Jason Azevedo gave each participant in theii soccer clinic a free soccer ball.

indoor soccer field popular in Europe), a
soccer film screening once a week in
Summit East, and a weekly pickup game
on Jessee-Miller Field.
The clinic took place in three-hour
sessions twice a day for 10 weeks this
summer. Although almost every suburban kid played soccer in elementary
school, few of the inner-city clinic participants had had the opportunity to play
before this summer.
"The immediate Hartford area, being
predominantly Latino and African
American, is dominated by street culture
as a pastime. Jason and I wanted to offer
these children an alternative summer
experience which exposed them to a
sport they usually would not have available to them," said Bui.
Sponsored by President James F.
Jones, Bui and Azevedo were able to supply each participant with a T-shirt and
soccer ball so he or she could continue
to practice at home.
The soccer did not end with the start
of school, though. Bui and Azevedo have
been in contact with Luis Caban, the
Executive Director of the Southside
Institutions Neighborhood Alliance
(SINA), which owns many of the vacant
lots near Trinity's campus, about the futsal field. It will be small-sided (built for
teams of six) and made from either concrete or artificial turf so that maintenance and upkeep will be minor. The
field will be free and open to the public
- Trinity students and Hartford locals
alike.
Bui and Azevedo hope that opening a
free field will give Hartford residents
access to a game they would not otherwise have had room to play. They will
begin ftindraising to build the field this
see BUI on page 25

After a season in which they reached
the NESCAC Tournament for the second
time in three years, losing 2-1 to the Tufts
University Jumbos in the first round, the
Trinity College Field Hockey team was
unable to start its 2007 campaign auspiciously, falling instead to the Amherst
College Lord Jeffs, 3-2, in overtime in
Amherst, Mass this past Saturday.
A strong eight-save effort for sophomore goalie Jill Fraker, who notched an
.848 save percentage in her rookie season,
fell just short as Trinity's offense could
only net two.
Fraker, said -seniorco-captain forward
Marisa Shutte, has a good y g j
ence under her belt now and is a cruaaT
part of our defense."
The Bantams will count on her this
season, as they did last year, to keep the
games low-scoring.
^
Shutte, the Bantams' 2006 leading
points and goals scorer wijtl}, 20 and 10,
respectively, opened her season with a
hard unassisted shot into the Jeffs' net
after just six and a half minutes.
Unfortunately for the Bantams, the
Jeffs evened the score six minutes later on
a penalty corner with 22:45 remaining,
and then pulled ahead as one of their forwards flipped a shot over Fraker's stick.
The rest of the half was uneventful and
the score remained at 2-1 until the second
half. Trinity and Amherst traded scoring
opportunities as both goalies picked up
saves, but the Bantams eventually prevailed when junior forward Karli del Rossi,
last season's team leader in assists and second only to Shutte in points scored, carried the ball 25 yards and snuck under the
Amherst goalie's stick to tie the game with
3:38 left on the clock: .
Del Rossi had a chance to end the
game early in overtime, but the Amherst
goalie was able to come up with her shot.
After just over eight minutes of overtime,
the Jeffs came up with the win on a shot
that appeared to come from behind the
circle, but that the officials ruled was
legal.
The team is already looking to the
future, though. "We had a tough loss at
Amherst but have two big games this week
and are working hard as a team to make
our weaknesses strengths," said Shutte.
"We have a lot of work to do to reach
our greatest potential, but there is no
doubt in my mind that we will be a very
strong and competitive team this season.
We all have high expectations and goals
for ourselves, which helps raise the level of
play every day."
They will play the Eastern Connecticut
State University Warriors at 4:30 p.m. on
Thursday and the Wesleyan University
Cardinals at 11 a.m. on Saturday, both at
Robin L Sheppard Field.

